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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A - The Problem. The problem of the thesis is two
fold;
1 - Primarily, to find out the literal accuracy of
the Armenian Version of the Bible compared with the original
Hebrew and Greek texts,
2 - Secondarily, to find out whether the Hebrevf or the
LXX Text has served as the base of the Armenian Version,
Unfortunately, due to their national troubles during
the immediate past history, Armenians have not had many
Biblical Scholars; so the literal accuracy of the Armenian
Bible has never been questioned seriously.
To the very few Armenian Textual Critics, several
European Bible scholars, specially German and French, have
been associated to study the base of the Armenian Text. Still
there has been no American scholar to take the study of the
Armenian Version seriously. As it is apparent from the
Appendix of this thesis, the vievjs of these scholars on the
base of the Armenian text are varied and controversial.
2B - The Purpose .
1 - The primary purpose is to investigate the neces
sity for a more accurate translation of the Original Texts
into Armenian,
2 - Secondarily, to determine the relative deviation
of the Armenian Version from the Hebrew and LXX Texts.
However, the writer by no means claims authority in
his presentations; he rather regards the writing of this
thesis a good opportunity to gain more experience in the
original Biblical languages,
^ '^^6 Scope . The scope of the thesis has been
arbitrarily limited to a sample of the following eight
passages, equally selected from the Hebrew and the Greek
Texts :
1 - Deuteronomy 32:28-33; 6 verses
2 - II Kings 8:16-19; k verses
3 - Isaiah 10:2l|.-27; h verses
k - Proverbs 20:26-30; verses
- Matthew 13:1-9; 10 verses
6 - Acts 2ii: 214.-27; k verses
7 - Philippians 2:ll).-l8 5 verses
8 - I John 2:7-11; verses
Total 1+3 verses
3These eight passages were chosen at random after all
the paragraphs of the Bible were numbered. The process of
selection was simplified by choosing the book first, then
the chapter and then the paragraph.
The editions of the Texts studied are confined to
the following:
1 - Hebrew: Biblia Hebraica, Edited by Reed Kittel.
2 - Greek: The Greek Nex^r Testament, Edited by Kurt
Aland ejfc.al,, by the American Bible Society in 1966.
Septuap;lnta Id Ss t Vetus Testamen turn Graece luxt.a LXX
Interpretes . Edited by Alfred Rahlfs in 1935.
3 - English: American Standard Version, 1901.
I4. - Armenian: Aadvadzashoonch (Bible). Edited by
the American Bible Society, in Vienne, 1957.
^ ~ Me tho d of Presentation; Each 'page will present the
text in sequence in the following order:
First Line: The Text in the original language.
Second Line: The text in the Armenian language.
Third Line: The writer's translation of the text
from the original language.
Fourth Line: The writer's translation of the text from
tJie Armenian language. This may be repeated several times on
a given page.
h
The variants between the Armenian and the original
Text will be grouped together at the lower part of their
corresponding pages.
At the end of each chapter, the variants will be
classified and evaluated.
E - Supplementary Stud 7/-; Chapter V is designed to
investi,3ate the possibility v/hether the liXX served as the
base of the Armenian Version,
Another chapter is added on the variants of the
American 'Standard Version from the Hebrew and the Greek texts
in order to make more meaningful the relative standing of the
accuracy of the Armenian Version as compared to the Hebrew
and Greek texts ,
To introduce the background of the Armenian Version,
an Appendix has been added on the history, translation and
the transmission of the Armenian Bible,
P - Definitions : A variant is considered to be any
literal deviation from the original text. In this thesis
variants are classified into the follovjing catagories:
1 - Synonyms
2 - Additions
3 - Omissions
Ij. - Substitutions
5 - Parsing
6 - Declension
7 - Number
8 - Sentence Structure
These eight catagories of variants are evaluated as
follows :
1 - Insignificant: A variant, different from its
corresponding word in the original, yet carrying essentially
the same meaning,
2 - Clarity: A variant necessarily introduced to
translate intelligibly the exact meaning of the original text,
3 - Language Structiore: Variants necessarily intro
duced to meet the syntactic demands of another language with
out changing the meaning of the original � text ,
i{. - Legitimate Variant: A variant which significantly
deviates from the corresponding word or phrase in the original
text, v/hich, if changed, would render a more accurate trans
lation of the original text.
5 - Gross Variant: A variant, usually a phrase or a
sentence, which misinterprets the meaning of its corresponding
sentence in the original text.
6Concerning the variants the follox-zing points should be
stated:
1 - Even after raaxirauin effort, a total elimination of
subjectivity from the classification and evaluation of the
variants is not claimed.
2 - A legitimate or gross variant does not necessarily
prove the fault of the translator, because the latter may have
done his v7ork from a text or manuscript different from the one
adopted for this thesis.
3 - An underlined variant is in italics in the Bible,
CHAPTER II
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The present chapter investigates, classifies and
evaluates the literal; accuracy of the Armenian Bible com
pared with the Original Hebrew Text in the following passages:
1 - Deuteronomy 32:28-33
2 - II Kings 8:16-19
3 - Isaiah 10:2ij.-27
ij. - Proverbs 20:26-30.
The upper portion of each page presents in four par
allel lines the text under consideration in the following
order :
First Line - The Hebrew Text in Hebrew
Second Line - The Armenian Text, in Armenian
Third Line - The Hebrew Text translated into English
Fourth Line - The Armenian Text translated into English
The lower part of each page p'resents the variants
which occur on the upper portion of that page.
At the end of the chapter, the variants are classified
and evaluated to indicate the extent the Armenian Version
deviates from the Original Hebrew Text,
CHAPTER II
THE AR^^ENIAN BIBLE COMPARED WITH THE HEBREW TEXT
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A- Deuteronomy 32: 28-33
� � ; V T 1 /�� !
rc" r:;:^::? nzk ^Ia'^d^s
^luXjqtj uj\inlip � [unp 1pqiul{npnj u luqq (f[}\i b'U , Pl ui'Un'Uq Jt;^ [iJujuuinL
For they are a nation of corrupt cdunse.l and there is no...dis-
For they are a nation of void counsel and there is no wisdom
\ 1 Tl /
cernmeiau vamong them. 0 that they v/ere wise; they would consider
among them. 0 that they were wise and understood this thing,
Hebrex^r Armenian
Corrupt counsel
Void couns-dl
No Discernment
No xvisdom
They
And (they)
Would Consider
Understood
This
This (thing)
Variants,
Classification Evaluation
SynonyTQ
Synonym
Addition
Parsing
Synonym
Addition
Insignificant
Insignificant
Clarify
Insignificant
Clarify
this, they would understand their end! How could one man chase
and meditated on their end! Hov/ a man chased the thousand and
K30
(11 bpLiriL Juipq iniuup 'ituqiupp ji'^'u I'ujt^u l^pXimp ijiuj^jg'u b i ,
one thousand and .two men put to flight many unless their Rock
how two men could put to flight the ten thousand unless their
Variants
And (they)
Would understand
Meditated on
i
One mSLn
A man
Could chase
Chased
One thousand
The thousand
And two men
And how two men
Put to flight
Could put to flight
Addition
Parsing
Synonym
Synonym
Parsing
Many
The ten thousand
Addition
Parsing
SynonjT:?!
Addition
Clarify
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Substitute Insignificant
Clarify
Insignificant
Clarify
Legitimate
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V I- T T i JT �
<i;ljr7^;Q i^4(/-p qtu'Un'Ug ibiufu^p, Hl Sl;pp qiuhnhp ^ t/ujui'U I; p : ^ajhq [i
delivered them and the Lord caused them to surrender. For their
Rock sold them and the Lord betrayed jihem. For their rock is
Pl Jbp p2^"^'-^h'^^P0 vuj u . piuli fi'u qiumuJLnp p [ [M^^ lulinlig <jl;tfp ifbp
"rock is not like our Rock, and our ensmies are witnesses.
not like .our Rock, and our enamies be judges for this.
Variants
Delivered them
Sold them Synon^ Insignificant
Caused to surrender Synonym Insignificant
Betrayed Parsing Insignificant
Are witnesses Parsing Insignificant
Be judges Synonym Insignificant
For this Addition Clarify
11
v
For their vine is of the vine of Sodom and of the fields of
For their vine is of the vine of Sodom and of the fi^ld. oi'
�� 1 � - V -I
iijpir>t,\i t, , iilin'Ug [uiuqn q\j bpp jdnt'UuJLnp fuiuqnqXibp b\j ,
Gemorrah. Their grapes are grapes of poison; their clusters
Gemorrah. Their grapes are poisonous grapes, and their clus-
Varlants
Of the fields
Of the field Number Legitimate
Grapes of poison
Poisonous grapes Structure Insignificant
Their clusters
And their clusters Addition Legitimate
12
iV V ; / i 1 -
are bj,tter. Their v.''ine is t!'i^
ters are bitter. Their wine io
�"]t'V E:\'ra t^i^y, n:;'^:n nnnss
poison of dragons, and the head of poisonous asps.
the poison, of dragons, and the fatal poison of asps.
Variants
Head of
Fatal Synonym Clarity
Poisonous Asps
Poison of Asps Structure Insignificant
B- II Kings 8: 16-20
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I '.JV W T � - T 1 � I VJV T 1 - I V <T 1 - T J" I �
Dl nupujjt^iji [dujqiULnpli'U Upuiiupbujli 3rn{puiJli '{jiliqbpnpq uiujpli'U
And in the fifth year of Joram the. son of Ahab, king of Israel,
And in the fifth year of Joram the son of Ahab, the king of Is-
bpp 3nLjutuiliuJin qbn Bntquj/li ([pu/j l^p [diuqiu in pt^ p , Sntqwjji
when Jehoshaphat was king of Judah, Jehoram the son of Jehosha-
rael, when Jehoshaphat was still reigning in Judah, Jehoram the
3n ijuijuif^iuin [dtuqiu Ln p ji'U npqfih Sntlpiuif [JiiiqiuLnp bquJLj
phatj king of Judah was enthroned.
son of Jehoshaphat, the king of Judah became king.
Variants
King of
King
The King of
Was still reigning
Still
King of
The King of
Was enthroned
Became King
Addition
Structure
Addition
Addition
Language
Ins ignif ic ant
Clarify
Language
Substitution Insignificant
Parsing Insignificant
1^
Ll^y/jZ/w bpbun i'lin LbpLin L wuipblpu'U t^p bpp- Pinqiuunp bqiuL,
He v/as thirty two years old when he began to reign and reigned
He v/as thirty two years old when he became king and reigned
�IT T � 1 V T � r i
PL tjpn Luujqti^h ^^l "'-P ^'"pI' piuquiLnpn lPIil'U
'
ppujL :
eight years in Jerusalem.
eight years in Jerusalem.
Variants
Began to reign Structure Insignificant
Became King Synonym Insignificant
15
-x-N'-nrD ^z zkn\< to >t'P -,^7X2 bk'^,t:>^ -^rD^D i'i]*i-i2 'i^tl'^T 1 - - �< T 1 - J- T <V -1 - - T 1 � J" 1 - I TJT 1 � .
And he walked in the way of the kings of Israel as the house
And this followed the v/ay of the kings of Israel as the house
:m,"T P"in t>P". r:d';ih f~"~;rr,^
IT w - 1 X-T -/� Kt
� I \ r irr
GujJpiu'U pnhbg. guj'Uqli LlgujLupfi ujqj> [liip ujunp l{b'U bqiuL,
of Ahab had done, for the daughter of Ahab was his wife, and
of Ahab had done, for the daughter of Ahab became his wife, and
PL LuuliLiui Sl;pn^p ujofbu nup n l [d l'Ij ppuii:
he did what was evil in the sight of Jehovah.
this did evil in the sight of the Lord.
Variants
And he
And this Substitution Clarify
Walked Synonym Insignificant
Pollox^ed
Was his x-Jife
Became his wife Substitute Insignificant
And he
And this Substitute Clarify
Did what was evil
Did evil Omission Legitim.ate
Of Jehovah Addition Language
Of the Lord Synonym Insignificant
16
1 1�J* III ^ I I 1 tl I i i�\ i I I i il/i I I ( ii i I l� iN ts >^ I''
A 1
- J* T 1 - \-_ \ ^ 1 1 r J-l-l T1<TT II
Uiulpuj'U StpO dncquj'u l^npulig'ubi iniqbg^ hp %JLjild dujnaij {I'U
But Jehovah did not want to destroy Judah for the sake of
But the Lord did not want to lose Judah for the sake of Da-
u]ipnj\j '\imfuip , [iliiu^l^u talinp fuoug mni^p t;p, np fit ui'unp
David, His servant, as He had promised him to give a lamp to
vid, His servant, 'as He had promised him to give a lamp both
bt, pt npqfilibpn ill iSji2'<" Cptuq Jq uiujj :
him and to his sons forever.
to him and to his sons always.
Variants
But Jehovah Addition Language
But the Lord Synonym Insignificant
To destroy
To lose Substitute Legitimate
To him and to his Sons
Both to him and to his sons Addition Clarify
17
C- Proverbs 20: 26-30
i^'iDlK zrrh-j 'rdn ^^n 'h'pd D-^^-ii?-! nnto^sI IT JV - -1 V \T- A. r j V JV � T I\ JVT 1
hjitiuinn l'U IdiuquJLnpQ uiJpiupl}2^^'bpQ l^p gpn tl; , P L ivlil^Lp lulin'ug ilpiiij
A v/ise king winnov/s the wicked and turns around upon them a
The v\fise king scatters the wicked and turns the wheele over
l^p qiupdhl; : ifwpqn l)j InqfiXi St,pnf>p [nju'lj
wheel*. The breath of man is the light of Jehovah,
them. The spirit of man is the light of the Lord>
A wise King
The wise King
Variants
Substitute Legitimate
Scatters
Turns a wheele
Turns the wheele
Around upon them
Over them
The breath
The spirit
Of Jehovah
Of the Lord
Synonym Insignificant
Substitute Legitimate
Omission
Synonym
Addition
Synonym
Insignificant
Insignificant
Language
Insignificant
18
, 'r^l^^n^^ � T"?:? 1'-' ^ -r^"
pni^np 2^"^^l'^"P'^''^'^bpp tip p\j\jl;, P qn p Jn L jO l\j Q ni G2^^^"P^"*-
searching the inner parts of the body. .Mercy and truth shall
searches the stores of the heart. The mercy and truth preser
I I * V JV � \* T I
pl^L'Up jdiuqiucnpp l^p aiui'ib'UlX'uf.ipu uj'i ^p uijdnnp n qnpifn Lp^biuJp l^p "iiuuinwutt :
preserve the king and his throne shall be sustained
in mercy.
the king and he sustaine;55 his chair in mercy.
Variants
Searching
Searches
Inner parts
Stores
Of the belly
Of the heart
Mercy and truth
The mercy and truth
Shall preserve
Preserve
His throne �
His chair
Shall be sustained
Sustains
Parsing
Synonym
Substitute
Addition
Parsing
Synonym
Parsing
Structure
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Language
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Legitimate
Opliinuiuuipqljbpn ill quipqp tu'Un'Ug nj d'U tt^^ dbphpnulj ijujjnpp iu[bLn
The glory of the youth is their strength, and the ornament of
The ornament of the youth is their strength, and the glory of
pnLpl^L'U'U t;:U,tpph 'iJ p uj'Uh bp p m ^'npf\ pmbifujpuj'li'ubpQ 'iaiu'Unq ^lup
the old men is grey hair. Bruising stripes cleanse ay/ay evil,
the old men is old age. The scars of wounds and the blows which
<n Liiid\j bpp Qujp Juipqnt'l/ Jivp p n qw Ipii'U qbq bli :
and the blows the innermost parts of the body.
reach the stores of the belly are the cleansing medicine of the
vificked man.
Variants
The giory ;
The ornament
Ornament
Glory
Is grey hair
Is old age
Bruising stripes
The scars of wounds
Blows
Blows which, reach
Innermost parts
Stores
Of the body
Of the belly
Evil
Synonym
Synonym
Synonym
Structure
Synonym
Addition
Synonym
Subs ti tute
Cleanse away
Are the cleansing medicine Structure
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Legitimate
Insignificant
Clarify
Insignificant
Insignificant
Legitimate
V/icked man Substitute Insignificant
D- Isai.ah 10: ZL^-- 2?
20
A
- 1- I \ /- r- - /T � - T 1 � 1 <T -: - T 1 I - T
a-Unp <;uiJiup qopiug W^ntjtu Sl;pp iujuiq^u l^^put^.nq Ulio'Uh J^l p^uj
Therefore, thus says the Lord Jehovah of hosts: My people v/ho
For that reason, the Lord Jehovah of hosts says &s follows:
'� � I V /V : I V T IT � /�� - T V - '; J- -
l^nq dnqniln Lpqu fLLunphuintu'Uglity tltiJly\jiup ,^ilXi^ l/uj gbq q (v lujq luli n l^-
dwell in Zion,. do not fear the Assyrians; he will smite you
My people who dwell in Zion do not fear the Assyrians; he will
U//7//7/1 qwplv4,CL fip qnmip pn l ijpiuq i^jimji libpg'ul; t}qbupnuig tn g l^bpufmlp:
with a rod and v/ill raise his staff agaist you in the manner of
smite you with a rod and v/ill raise 'his staff against you in the
Variants
Therefore
For that reason Synonym Insignificant
Thus
As follows Synonym Insignificant
21
/'w/.Q ^w:/J pfii duiJui'Ulil^ ^47 /^i^ pujpl^riLpiiL'Uu Uibinb qiuqujpp,
Egypt. For in a very little while my anger even my wrath shall
manner of Egyptians. But in a very little while rnj_ anger shall
be completed upon their calamity.
cease and my indignation will turn to their destruction.
Variants
Of Egypt
Of Egyptian's
In the road of Egypt
l-'or m
But in
Even my v/rath
And ray indignation
Shall be completed
Shall cease
VJill turn to
Their calmaity
Their destruction
Substitute Clarify
Subs titute
Synonym
Synonym
Addition
Synonym
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Legitimate
Insignificant
22
T 1 <T I r T - �
26
f^i. qopuig Sl;pQ lulinp ilpwj liiuipiuquj\j Jp iqfiuifi ilbpgli^,
Jehovali of hosts will lift against them a whip in the manner
And the Lord of hosts will lift ag'ainst him a whip in the
: ::ri^.'::5�'^""i*i:^ '^"c?;^ drrb:! \":bDV "{'r^z ?no n^c-s
Optpji ijt;Jl^\j pnij U'mqfTujJn L 'iiupn L'ujd[i)j uitu.HL ^p qujLujqiu'Up 6/11(0 l}/
of Midian's slaughter at the rock of Oreb; and he will lift his
manner of Kidian's blow at the rock' of Oreb; and he v;ill lift
ilpmj iq[}mp ilbpghl;, CPi^L Vqt>tt{wnu[i Jl; ^ :
staff against the sea in the manner of Egypt.
the rod upon the sea as he did in Egypt,
Variants
And
Jehovah
The Lord
Against them
Against him
lyiidian's slaughter
Hidian's blow
His staff
The rod
In the m^anner of Egypt
He did in Egypt
Addition
Addition
Synonym
Synonym
Synonym
Substitute
Legitimate
Language
Insignificant
Declension Legitimate
Insignificant
Insignificant
Legitimate
Structure Insignificant
23
u//h/)/7 riiiujj wj\j opQ np ui'unp pbnp pn l l^nVujlit P l vuhnp [nudp
And on that day Jehovah will remove the burden from off your
And it shall be on that day His burden from your back and His
pn: ,^^p,u\jngtrj 0,^,^,^ ^bphajj^tiL inidp qbpn.pbujh u^u^u^Gajnuj l l^nu,pt,:
shoulder and his yoke from your neck, and the yoke shall be broken
yoke from your neck will be lifted, and the yoke shall break
from the face of prosperity.
because of fatness.
Variants
And on that day
And it shall be on that day Addition
Jehovah will remove his burden Structure
His burden will be lifted Synonym
From off your shoulder
From your back
Shall be broken
Shall break Parsing
From the face of
Because Synonym
Prosperity
� Fatness Synonym
Clarify
Legitimate
Insignificant
Substitute � Clarify
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
21+
TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION OP THE VARIANTS EETV/EEN HSBREii
AND ARMENIAN TEXTS
CLASSIFICATION EVALUATION
Variant Frequency Insigni- Clar- Lang- Legit- Gross
ficant ity uage Imate
S3mon3n:ii 37 3li- 3
Addition 9 9
Parsing 11 11
Addition 11 h
Number 1
�I,,,. , 1 1, 1 ,1
1
Structure 9 5 h
Substitute 13
r
O 3 h
Omission 2 1 1
Declension 1 1
Total 95 ^7 15 7 15 0
25
Of the total Ninety four variants:
60% are insignificant
16% are for the purpose of clarification
Q% are due to the structure of the language
16% are legitimate variants
0% are gross variants
Since the "Insignificant," "Clarity," and "Language,"
variants present no distortion in the meaning of the Original
Text, this means that only 16% of the total variants present
deviations which claim correction.
It should be noted that there are no "Gross" variants;
that is, there is no distorted meaning of a whole phrase or
a sentence.
CHAPTER III
In this chapter, the same procedure of the preceding
chapter has been follox^red to evaluate the literary accuracy
of the Armenian Bible compared with the Original Greek Text,
The passages studied aret
1- Matthew 13:1-9
2- Acts 2i^.:2L|.-27
3- Philippians 2:ll+-l8
k- I John 2:7-11
On each page the texts are prescribed as follows:
First Line - The Greek Text in Greek
Second Line - The Armenian Text in Armenian
Third Line - The Greek Text in English
Fourth Line - The Armenian Text in English
On the lower portion of each page, the variants which
occur on the upper part of that page are classified.
At the end of the chapter, the variants are grouped
and evaluated to indicate the extent the Armenian Version
deviates from the Original Greek Text,
27
THE ARl^'IENIAN TEXT COiMPARED WITH THE
GREEK TEXT
A - Matthew 13; 1-9
Jesus, having gone out of the house on that day was sitting
Jesus, coming out of the house on that day sat beside the sea.
2 Kal cvv-qx^riaav rrpos avrov oxXol^ ttoXXol, ^are avrov els TrXolovJjM^avTa Kadrjcrdai,
2iu-Ji dnrin^lmpQ-Ubp^pn^lo dn qiinLbqu^, .uj/Uujtu np b'Up 'UuJiC
beside the sea. And great crov/ds were gathered together unto
And great crowds were gathered unto him, so that He entered
him so that He entered into the boat and sat dov/n.
into the boat and sat 'down.
Variants
Greek Armenian � Classification Svalaatlon
Eavsing gone out Sjnaonym Insignificant
Coming out Parsing Legitimate
Was sitting
Sat Parsing Insignificant
28
KCi Trds o o)jAo? cttI tov alyiaXov etOTrjKei.
i/f^H/t Hi. liuintiti^ P^l^p dnqnilmpqn dnijbqbppp ({tujlibp l;p:
and all the crowd stood on the beach. And He spoke unto them
and all the crowd was standing on the beach. And He spoke unto
3 Kal . {XdArjaev avro:s rroXXd eV rrapa^oXals Xeywv,
Hi. ^ii'w puubp fuoubguiL lulin'ug lunujl^'lj bpn ij, b s. putui,-
many things in parables, saying: Behold, the sower went out to
them many things in parables, and said: Behold, the sower of
Variants
Stood
Was standing Parsing Language
Saying
And
Said
The sov/er
The sower of seed
Addition
Parsing
Addition
Legitimate
Insignificant
Legitimate
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���.( �
"Ihov i^i^XBev 6 a^�Lpa)v rov aneLpe.v^ 4 ^^1 iv rev OTTclpeiV avrov ajiev evreaev -rrapd
uhrJ guj-Unqp bi,uu. np uhpj cju.'uk. nu bpp l^p gu,''ul;p, Jt^l^
sow. And while He was sov/ing some on the one hand fell beside
seed came up im order to sow seed. And while He was sov/ing some
riji' o86v, Kal iXSovra rd vereLvd Kare^ayev avrd. 5 aAAa Se eneaev eVi to, TrerpcLSr] ottov
"Ubpp GiuJpnL'U pnij liltlpuXi, bi (dn in L\i\jbpp bIpjj'U nt Ifbpiu'lj qijj'un'Up:
the road and the birds came and ate them up. And others fell,
fell near the road and the birds came and ate them up. And, others
ovK (^X^^ yV''^ TToXX-qv, Kal
5� &t nipfip'lJbpp wuiujnujdn Lin uibqbpni clp^.l [I'U I{uj'U n l p pii/ui Snq il/wp,
on the other hand, on the rocky place v/here they were "not^having
fell on rocky places v/here there was not much soil,
Variants
Went out
Came up
To sow
To sow seed
On the one hand- -and or the other
Beside the road
Near the road
On the rocky
On rocky
Place
Places
They were not having
There v/as not
Synonym
Addition
Omission
Synonym
Omission
Number
Structure
Insignificant
Clarify
Language
Insignificant
Language
Legitimate
Legitimate
30
bi pni-in Jp pntutuXi^ Inqb'U fun pn lIi l{n lPI> l'Ij I n l\i bliiu [ n l"!! ^wJiup,
much soil, and immediately they sprang up on account of not
and immedia.tely they sprang up on account of not having depth
6 7]Aioy Se avardXavTos eKavixaria&ri Kal ^'td to firj. ix^cv pi^av i^r]pdvdr).
Dujljajjlt tiipbini'li diuqiud win blip luj pbguil/ , n l uipJuiin i nili bXiuj [lin lIi
having depth of soil. But when the sun :.rose they were scorched,
of soil. But at the time of the rising of the sun they were
7 dXXa Be iTTecrev ivl ras aKavdas, Kal dvdfirjaav al aKavdai Kal errvi^av avrd..
'iiujiup inpgujlj : Uu n Lpli2'ljbpp [iIj l^uili il^n l p bpn l bi ipnipbpp b [uih
and on account of not having root they were dried up.
scorched, and account of not having root they were dried up.
Variants
Wiien the sun rose
At the time of the rising
of the sun Structure Insignificant
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S aAAa Se erreotv eVt rr]v yijv rrjv KaXrjv Kal iSlSov Kapvov, o puiv eKarov, o 6e e^rjKovra,
bt. [iibqqbqli'U qiuhn'Ug: 0 L'rt l p (i p^J bp p [ilj Ipu'U ujq^ 'inqfi iTl; ^ , nt
And others fell upon the thorns, and the thorns came up and
And others fell into the thorns, and the thorns came up and
o TpiaKovra. 9 o e^cuv I (Lra^ dKovercu.
ujmnLq i^n Lmujj [I'u'^ npp'Jtk^t.'U uibq 'iiupjiLp, npp Lfiufdun lIj , bt npp
choke-d- them. And others fell on the good soil and were giving
cho];?B<j them.. And others fell in good soil and were giving fruit
apbuni'U: illi np [ubf^ni lulju/'u^ ntl//7^ (dnq [ul^:
fruit; one a hundred, and one sixty, and one thirty. I-Ie who
the one, instead of one , a-' hundred, the one sixty, the one
hs.s ears let him hear.
thirty. He who has ears to hear let him hear.
Variants
Upon the thorns
Into the thorns
On the good soil
"'"In good soil
Instead of one
One, hundred
The one, hundred
He who has ears
He who has ears to hear
Substitute Insignificant
Substitute Insignificant
Omission Language
Addition
Addition
Addition
Clarify
Clarify
Clarify
B- Acts 2if: 2^-2?
32
2i Mera Sc rjLLipas TLvds 7rapay<v6iJ.�vos 6 0^At^ crvv ApovoiXk-Q ttj tSt'a yvvaLKL ovarj
paljfi ifp opt'lJ hmhi ^'hibpu bliiuL (ip ^pmuliriuj l^hnf ?6rw
And after some days Felix having come with his wife Drusilla,
And after some days Felix came with his wife Drusilla who v/as
'lovSaLC. p.cre7T�ii.iparo rov FlavXov Kal XjKovaev avrov rrepl rijs els XpLorov
np Ipbuij tp, PL "^oqnup l^ujlj^bi wnLi.uL, bL [ubg tuXil^l; uj/h
a Jewess, sent for Paul and listened to him about the faith
a Jev/ess and sent for Paul and heard from him for that faith
^IrjGovv* TTLCrreuiS.
^uiLnjwpfiXi 'iuiJuip np Ppliuwnu d^unLuli ijpi'ij t .*
in Jesus Christ.
which is in Jesus Christ.
Variants
Felix having come Parsing Insignificant
Felix came
Drusilla a Jewess
Drusilla who was a Jewess Addition Clarify
Sent for Paul
And sent for Paul Addition Legitimate
And listened
And heard Synonyxa Insignificant
About the faith
Por the faith Substitution Language
In Jesus
Which is in Jesus Christ Addition Clarify
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2o SioAcvo/^tVoi) Se avrov rrepl BiKaioavvr^s Kal iyKpareias Kal rov KpLyiaros rov
Oi. bpp wljfilpii lupniiipn Lfitubnih nt dn ud Ipu [n Lfdiubli bt qtu [^n l qiumuiui/iujli [ill
And while he was discoursing about righteousness and self-con-
And while he was discoursing about righteousness and self-con-
jj-eXXovros e^4'0^os yevoi^evos 6 0rjXi^ arreKpLBr], To vvv e^^v
ilpuijntl Ifp fiioul;p, <l'b[ligu qtup 1 n t p b in !( tiiuiinwufiiuj'U mnnjuL, "k) lXi
trol and the judgment to come, Felix having been frightened
trol and the judgment to come, Felix being frightened answered;
rropevov, Kaipov 6e jxeroAa/ia^v p.eraKaXecrop,ai ae'
^[iJuj q\iiu, PL bpp diuJiuhii/ij ntXibljiuJ, bu pbq Ijnpl;!/ l^p Lfuj'UibJ:
answered; for the present time , go, and when^I get an occasion
for the present time, go, and when I get an occasion
Having been frightened
Being frightened
Variants
Parsing Language
a>a --^^^ c\7ri:c^,, on xPlf^^ra bc^acra, avrcZ vrro rod
-Uub. jnju m-Utp np '^oqnuli ({nqJt^U ^pb^j uin^uL, u,pnt.l>, ,,hnp ^,uJ.p
I shall call Cor thee. _t the same time he v/as also hoping that
I call thee again. Also he hvOd hope that monej/ be given to him
IJavAOV /cat rrxiKvonpov avrov p.iraTrep.Tr6u.evos cup.[Xet, avrcZ
^iJ^^ Ljuqujif ({lull ^ b i_ l^n iuiujp quAjpljuj ni luXjnp ^bui [^p [uo uiu Li g t p �
r.oney v/ill be given to him by Paul, V/herefore, even more irecu- sr.z-
by Paul. V/herefore he sent for him often and v/as conversing
ly sending after hin he v;as conversing v/ith him.
v/iT:h him.
�Varia.nts
J. shall call
I call again
At the same time also
'
Also
?Ie v/as hoping
He had hope
Money v/ili be given.
j.'cney be given
Even more frequently
.
of 'cen
Sending after him
Ke sent after him
Subs t i tute Ins i,<::nif i cani;
Omissdoi
Structure
Omission
Pars ing
Insignif icaat
Leg! tima;;e
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insirnifican::
diCTiW 6c- -rrXripujddcrqs eXa^ev BidBoxov 6 0^Atf FIopKLoy Orjarov
J 9 tipp bpljm wiupfi brjiUL, (Pbifipub mbq\^nplilinu ^b umn u b Ipu l ,
And two years having been completed, Felix received a successor.
But when it became tv/o years, Porcius Festus came in the place
l^bippu lui ^pajbiuXibpniU pljnp^ip p-ub^ n tqb ini^ ^oqnup limifnuub fdnqnug:
Porcius Festus, and wishing to grant a favour unto Jews he left
of Felix, and Felix wishing to do favour unto Jews he left Paul
Paul bound.
bound.
Variants
And
But when Subs titute Insignificant
Having been completed
Be cameo Parsing Insignificant
Felix received a successor, Porcius
Porcius came in the place of
Felix Structure Language
And wishing to grant
And wishing to do
Synonym Insignificant
A favour
Favour Omission Language
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C- Philippians 2: lZf-l8
}^ TTCLvra voi.e'ire x^P^S yoyyvaixiMV Kal SioAo^yta/xoiv, {lojiva yevrjaOe dixep-Trroi, Kal
U.Jt'li puilj mniii'Ug wpinn Lh^Xibpn L nt tlb Otiipiii'Un lI<) [i LX/h bpn l H P ^ P '
Be doing all things without murmurings and disputes, in order
Do all things without murmurings and disputes in order you
aKepaiOi, r^Kva deov dftcci/xa pidaov yeveds aKoAi.ds Kal 8LecrTpap.fj,ev7js,
Pp'iltu qp PLL'^'P "Jliphb riL ui\jujpitnn, iluinntdnj npqf\'Ubp uiniu\iq Jbqia
you might become blameless and pure, children of God unblemished
might become blameless and spotless children of God unblemished
amidst
iv OLS (paLveade cus (pujQTrjpes iv Koapjo),
qpiii\jpf), limJiul^np ni fiininn pbui i uiqqji'U d'i;^, npn'Ug Jt;^ H^ip [nLutu
amidst a crooked and distorted generation, among whom you are
a crooked and diverted generation among whom you are shining
shining as luminaries in world.
as luminaries �n world.
Variants
Be doing
Do
Pure
Spotless
Distorted generation
Diverted generation
Parsing Insignificant
Synonym Insignificant
Synonym Insignificant
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16 Xoyov ^airjs
mpXibpnt. itjl^u Ijp i^iij itipli/iup 'ij} ifl; l> , bh'Uiurj Jvoupp luJriLp pn'obinLj"
Holding firm the word of life, in order you might become pride
Holding firm the word of life to be pride for me in the day
lihdli nimpditiljp []Uiu[nL '^nnfnip J?pliuinnuli Opp/'^jdl; u{iupunq inbq IpuJibg^i,
to me in the day of Christ because I did not run in vain nor
of Christ that I did not walk in vain and I did not labour
OVK eis Kevov ebpajj-ov ovbe eis Kevov eKOTflaaa.
bi Lqojpujii^ inbrv lujplviijuibgiuj :
I did labour in vain.
in vain.
Variants
In order you might become
To be Synonym Insignificant
To me
For me
Because I did not
That I did not
Run
Walk
Nor I did
And I did
Substitute Language
Substitute insignificant
Substitute Legitimate
Substitute Language
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\lj}aXAa. �1 KO.L CTTreVSo^ai. eVi ttj dvala Kal XeiTovpyLa rrjs Trlarews vp^UiV, x^^P^
Piujq pti!jl;uibL Abp 'iiuLtvinpb'U uiunniupiuq [iIj n i. tmu p uio\i b'U ijpiu f
But even if I am being offered on account of the sacrifice . and
But although I be offered upon the mass and the service of your
avyxalpco ttS-olv vpilv IS to avro [ Kal vp.els x^tpeTe Kal cxvyxa^P^ri p.oi.
pXibvjjn LiiiT , l^^ n Lpiufuui'UujJ bt dbp u/JI;\jn l'U n l piufiiajiibfi Lllj [ [ujift
service of your faith, I rejoice and rejoice with you all. In
faith, I rejoice and rejoice with you all. In the same way
18- 'Unj'Uu{l;u lu [ qmp nLpujjya,gl;g ni /j^/d/v n ipivlvujl^bg ^n.^P'
the same way you rejoice too, and rejoice \vith me.
you rejoice too, and rejoice with me.
Variants
liut even if
But although
On account of the
Upon the
bacrii ice
Mass
And service
And the service
Synonsrm
Synonym
Synonym
Addition
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Language
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D- I John 2: 7-11
7 Ayamjroi, ovk ivroXriv Kaivrjv ypdcfoj vfjilv, dXX' ivroXijv TToXaLav r)v e'xere dv'
Vqpwj p\ibp , ni [dti \jnp oiiumn l ji piuli p Jp Ijp qpbJ dbqli,
Beloved, I am not writing you, a new commandment but an old
Brethren, not a new commandment I am writing unto you but
�-PXV^' V ivToXrj 7) TTcAatd i<^TLV 6 Xoyos Sv rjKovaare.
ujujoj ujjh ^[i-u i>i,i,mnL[ipuj'Upp qnp ulifiqpt;!, (i t[bp nt^v^/j^.
commandment which you had from the beginning. The old command-
the old commandment which you had from the beginning. And the
bi ^f^-U uiujwnLlipui)jpp iuj\j f^ioup'U t, qnp qntp ulfbqpth iubg^p:
ment is the word which you heard.
old commandment is that word which you heard from the beginning,
Variants
Beloved
Brethren
An old commandment
That old commandment
The old commandment
And the old commandment
Is the Word
.Is that xTOrd
Substitute
Substitute
Addition
Substitute
Legitimate
Clarify
Language
Clarify
You heard
You. heard from the beginning Addition Legitimate
ko
S ttoXlv ivroXrjv Kaivrjv 'ypd.(f>u) ufxlv, 6 ecmv dArjOes iv avru) Kal iv vp.LV, on -q
'hjpdbiui linp iiiunnn Ll}p<u'Up_ ifp l^p qpbJ dbqfi , np Optfuipliui
Again I am writing to you a new commandment which is true in
Again I am writing to you a new comm.andment which is true in
OKoria TrapdyiTaL /cat to cpcos to dAiqtiLVov -qBrj cpaivei. 9 d Xeyaiv ev rui^cpcoTL^
4 uihnp J^l ni dbp if^l, i^ujuli qfi (viutiupp i^^iuliglifi nt 0 ^ t/u//i /? w
him and in you, because the darkness is passing av/ay and the
him and in you, because the darkness is passing away and the
eivaL Kal TOV dSeXcpov avTov plloluv iv rrj OKoria iariv eojs dpTL.
in J up iupqt.'U bpbtliujj : 9- WlJ np Lj^ put [d^ injuji I;,
true light is already shining. He v/ho says he is in the light
true light is already appearing. He v/ho says he is in the light
PL pp bqpuijpp l^^aiint,, ai'ljjiipu i/iiu l^uj L (ill ^ [liui Liup [i ifl;^ 4 �'
and hates his brother, he is still in the darkness.
and hates his brother, he is still in the darkness.
Variants
Shining- �
Appearing Synonym insignificant
10 o dyaTTcov rov aSeA^Sdw avrov iv ra> (pojri fj-ivei., Kal OKavSaXov iv avro)
iXb np lip bqpujjpp Ifp uhp^, �"7*^/' 'iO o'^'"hh > I'P
He who loves his brother renains in the light and in him there
He who loves his brother dwells in the light and in him there
OVK ear IV 11 d Se p.t,cra)v rov d8e\(p6v avrov iv rrj crKorla iarlv Kal iv ttj
ft, I qujjPiui^qntPfiL'U lljiuj. 11- PuJjq uih np [ip bqptuj pQ 1^^ lutni; ,
|is no stumbling. But he who hates his brother he is in the darkr-
is no stumbling. But he who hates his brother he is in the dark
er /coTtg. rrepirrareZ, Kal ovk olSev rrov vTrdyei, on rj OKorLa irijcpXcjaev
f-JVJLwpl) Jtf 4 rti. fvuJLUipb t/'t/ //�? guJL^> mb'^^p H "'�P
ness, and he is walking in the darkness, and he' does not know
ness, and he is walking in the darkness, and he does not know
\rovs 6(j>tiaKiJMvs avrov.
Li^bpfiuj, l(uju'U qb (viuLUjpp w\jnp m^pbpp linLpgnigbp t;
where he is going because the darkness blinded his eyes.
where he is going because the darkness has blinded his eyes.
Variants
Remains
Dwells Synonjrm Insignificant
Blinded
Has blinded Parsing Legitimate
i+2
TABLE II
CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF THE VARIANTS BETWEEN THE GREEK
AND THE ARMENIAN TEXTS
CLASSIFICATION EVALUATION
Variant Frequency Insigni- Clar- Lang- Legit- Gross
ficant ity uage imate
Synonym 13 13
Parsing 11 7 0 2 2
Addition 12 6 2 k
Om.ission 6 2 0 k 0
Numiber 1 1
Subs ti tut 1on/12 2 3 2
Structure k 1 1 2
Number 1 1
Totals 60 28 8 12 12 0
Of the total sixty variants
^1% are insignificant
13^ are due to clarification purposes
20^ are due to the structure of the language
20^ are legitimate variants
0^ are gross variants
h3
It should be noted that:
1- The legitimate variants in the N.T. are twice as
many as those in the O.T.
2~ Neither in the 0�T, nor in the N.T. are there
gross variants; that is . the meaning of no phrase or sentence
has been distorted,
\ 3- Since the "Insignificant", "Clarity" and "Language"
variants may not necessarily produce any defective readings
in the Armenian Version, it must be concluded that only
ll{.:?i of the variants actually need to be changed.
Since these twenty one legitimate variants come from
forty three selected verses, it can be generalized that in
every other verse there exists a variant the presence of
which by no means distorts the message of the texts, yet its
change may give a more accurate and literar-y reading in the
Armenian Version of the Bible.
As the preceding table indicates the legitimate
variants constitute only 20% of the total variants, vjhich
means 20 out of 100 variants are different from the Original
Greek Text, the change of which may give more literal accuracy
to the Armenian Bible; but there are no "Gross" Variants, i.e.
there are no distortinns of the meaning of any Greek phrase
or sentence.
The cumulative variants of the representative eight
passages considered is given in the following Table,
1+5
TABLE III
CLASSIFICATIONS AND THE EVALUATION OF THE VARIANTS BETWEEN THE
ARMPJNIAN A:.D THE ORIGINAL TEXTS
CLASSIFICATION EVALUATION
Variants Frequency Insig- Clar- Lang- Legiti- Gross
n if leant ity uage mate
Synonym 50 i+7 3
Addition 9 9
Addition 23 6 9 8
Parsing 22 18 2 2
Number 2
.
2
Structure 6 5 1
Subs titute 25 11 5 3 6
Omission 8 3 1+ 1
Declension 1 1
Total Ike 8I{. 23 18 21 0
Of the total IJ46 variants:
are insignificant
10^ are due to clarification purposes
12;o are due to language structure
Ikfo are legitimate variants
0% are gross variants
i|6
CHAPT3H IV
THE BASE OP THE -ARMENIAN VERSION
The observation of facts naturally arouse interest in
a search for their causes, l->Jhat is the cause of the variants
in the Armenian Version?
Much depends upon the knowledge and the skill of the
translator; yet it is very unlikely that all the discovered
variants would be conditioned by the translator. If all the
variants were rather uniform and were confined only to
difficult parts of the passages, the translator ^ s.:;role:'.mlght
be taken more seriously. But sincd the variants are varied
and uniformly scattered, these characteristics suggest the
possibility that a text different than the ones used in this
study, might have served as the base of translation.
The search of the original manuscripts is beyond the
scope of the thesis, but an initial attempt is made on the
following pages to find whether the Septuagint might have
served as the base of the Armenian Version, as some scholars
believe .
The next few pages will lay out the relative identity
of the Armenian Version with the Septuagint and with the
Masoretic Text.
hi
The rnethod of presentation vjill be similar to the
preceding chapter. The same eight passages are studied and
they are presented in parallel lines on the upper portion of
each page in the following order:;
First Line - The LXX Text in Greek
Second Line - The LXX Text in English
Third Line - The Hebrew Text in English
Fourth Line - The Armenian Text in English.
LXX AND THE ARMENIAN TEXT COMPARED
A- Deuteronomy 32: 28-33
It is a nation of devoid counsel and there is not understanding
For they are a nation of corrupt counsSl aijd there is no discern-
For they are a nation of void counsel and there is no wisdom among
=5ouK d(pp6vr,crav cTuvievai xauTa KaTab�2d(j0ujaav tov imdvta xpovov.
among them. They did not set their minds to understand, let
ment among them. 0 that they were wise; they would consider this;
them. 0 that they were wise - and understood this thing
Variant
LXX ARI4ENIAN ^ CLASSIFICATION EVALUATION
It is
Por
They are
Understanding
Wisdom
They did not set their minds
0 that they were wise
To Understand
And understand
Addition
Parsing
Parsing
Legitimate
Legitimate
Synonym. Insignificant
Substitute Gross
Legitimate
This thing Addition Legitimate
h9
them reserve these things for the time to come� Hov/ shall one
they v/ould understand their end. How could one man chase one
and meditated on their end. How a man chased the thousand and
ei ui'i 6 0�o<; drreboro auTOu<; m\ Kupio^ irapebuuxev auiou^ ;
chase a thousand, and tv;o put to flight myriads, Unless God
thousand and two men put to flight many, unless their Rock
how twO' mencould put to flight the ten thousand. Unless their
Variant
Let them reserve these
things for the future to
come
And meditated on their end Substitute
Shall one chase
A man chased
A thous and
The thoiisand
And
And how
Two put
Two men could put
Myriads
The 10,000
Parsing
Substitute
Addition
Parsing
Addition
Addition
Synonym
Gross
Insignificant
Insignificant
Clarify
Ins ignif leant
Clarity
Legitiznate
Clarify
Their Addition Legitimate
50
i't)Ti ouK tcTTiv 6 0e6^ t^wv o'l Oeoi aurujv � oi bk dxOpoi i'i;aaiv dvonroi.
sold them and the Lord delivered them. Because their gods are
delivered and the Lord caused them to surrender. For their rock
Rock sold them and the Lord betrayed them. For their rock is not
Tap d.urreXou Iobo)aujv {] djarreXog auTuuv, Koi f] KXii/iarig auTiiv Ik fojxoppuq �
not like our God, and our enimies are void. of understanding.
is not like our Rock, and our enimies are witnesses. For their
like our Rock and- our enimies be judges for this. For their vine
For their vine (is) of the vine of Sodom and their vine-branch of
Gemorrah
vine is of the vine of Sodom and of the fields of Gem.orrah.
is of the vine of Sodom and of the field of Gemorrah.
Variant
God
Rock Substitute Legitimate
Delivered them
Betrayed them Substitute Legitimate
gods Substitute Legitimate
rock Number Legitimate
Our enemies are void of understanding/
Our enemies be judges for this/Subs titute Gross
And their vine branch
Omission Legitim.ate
of Gom.orrah
Fields of Gomorrah Addition Legitimate
51
Their grape (is) grape of gall a cluster of bitterness to them.
Their grapes are grapes of poison; their clusters bitter.
Their grapes are poisonous grapes and their clusters are bitter.
y^Qvixbq bpaKOVTUJV 6 olvo^ autwv Kal Gujuo^ aamhwv dvlarog.
Their wine (is) venom of dragons and incurable venom of asps.
Their wine is the poison of dragons and the head of poisonous asps,
Their wine is the poison of dragons and the fatal poison of asps.
Variants
Their grape
Their grapes Number Legitimate
Grape of Gall Structure,. Insignificant
Poisonous grapes Synonym
A cluster of bitterness to them
And their clusters are bitter/Subs titute Gross
Venom
Poison Synonym insignificant
Incurable Venom
Fatal venom Synonyra Insignificant
52
B- II Kings 8: 16-19
i6 "*'Ev ^-e; rr�)aTTTuj tuj lujpaja ^'^M^ AX""? PamXeT IcypariX i\iac:-
In the fifth year of Joram son of Ahab, king of Israel, Joram
And in the fifth year of Joram the son of Ahab, king of Israel,
And in the fifth year of Joram the son of Ahab, the king of Israe:
17 Xeuffcv lujpa.u vVoq IujcTa9a- gaffiXeu^ louba. '^uiog TpidKOvra xt:; bvo erOuv I'^v iv tuj
reigned, son of Jehoshaphat, king of Judah. He was a son of 32
when Jehoshaphat was king of Judah, Jehora-m the son of Jehosha-
when Jehoshaphat was still reigning in Judah, Jehorajn the son
^acTiXeOav ccutov koX 6ktuj Itii d^ao'tXcuatv lepoucraXriji.
years' -when began to reign and he reigned 8 years in Jerusalem.
phat, king of Judah v/as enthroned. He was 32 years old v/hen he
of Jehoshaphat the king of Judah became king. He v/as 32 yearS' '
began to reign and reigned 8 years in Jerusa.lem.
old v/hen he became king and reigned 8 years in Jerusalem.
Variants
In the
And in the Addition Legltim.ate
The King of Addition Language
King of
\^en Jehoshaphat was still
reigning Addition Gross
He was a son of 32 years old
He was 32 years old Synonym, Insignificant
S3
And he went in the way of the kings of Israel as did the house
And he walked in the v/ay of the kings of Israel as the house
And this followed the v/ay of the kings of Israel as the laouse
5t; OuYdTiip Axaa^ i^v aurilj dq Y^vaiKa � xai diro'iriffev to uovripov dvcumov xupiou.
Of Ahab, for his v/ife was a daughter of Ahab, and he did the
of Ahab had done, for the daughter of Ahab v/as his v/ife, and
of Ahab had done, for the daughter of Ahab became his v/ife, and
evil in the sight of the Lord,
he did v/hat v/as evil in the sight of Jehovah,
this did evil in the sight of the Lord.
Variants
He went
This followed Substitute Clarity
As did the house of Ahab
As the house of Ahab had
done Parsing Insignificant
For his wife was a daughter of
Ahab
For the daughter of Ahab
was his wife Structure Insignificant
He did
This did Substitute Clarity
The evil
^
Evil Omission Legitim.ate
51+
^^Kai OUK i'iOcXr,(jiv xupioi; biaqpOctpai tov loubav bid Aauib t6v boOXov auxoO, KaOwj
Yet the Lord did not want to destroy Judah for the sake of His
But Jehovah did not want to destroy Judah for the sake of David
But the- Lord did not v/ant to lose Judah for the sake of David
cirrev bouvai auToi Xuxvov Kai ToTg vxoxq auToO udcra^ xd^ I'lpepaj.
servant David, as He said to give to him a lamp and to his
His servant, as He had promised him to give a. lamp to him and
His servant, as He had promised him. to give a lamp both to him
sons forever.
to his sons forever.
and to his sons always.
Variants
Yet the Lord
But Jehovah ^ Synonym Insignificant
To destroy
Synonym InsignificantTo lose
As He said
As He had promised
Parsing
Synonym
Legitimate
Insignificant
Both to him Addition Leffitiraate
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C- Proverbs 20: 26-30
:6 Xixui'iToip dcre^uDv paaiXeuij cocpog Kal drciPaXeT autoli; rpoxov.
A v/ise king is a winnov/er of the v/icked and he v/ill bring a
A v/ise liing winnov/s the v/icked and turns around upon them a
The v/ise king scatters the v/icke'd and turns the wheelo over
v/heel upon them.
v/heel,"> .
them.
Variants
A wise King
Substitute LegitimateThe wise King
Is a winnower of
Scatters Structure Legitimate
And he will bring
And turns
Parsing
Synonym
Insignificant
Insignificant
2-] cpiJJ? KVjpiOU TTVOt] dvOpdjTrujv,
The spirit of man is the light
The breath of man is the light
The spirit of man is the light
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oi; dpeuvu xa\x\i\a. Y-oikmc,.
of the Lord who searches the inn-
of Jehovah, searching the inner
of the Lord, searches the stores
2S �Xtr;|aoauv!i Kal dXnOeia 9uXaKn pacriXeT
most parts of the belly ^ Mercy and truth are a guard to a king.
parts of the body, Mercy and truth shall preserve the king.
of the heart. The mercy and truth preserve the king.
Variants
I"7ho searches
Searches Omission Insignificant
The innmost parts
The stores
Of the belly
Of the heart
Synonyra Insignificant
Substitute insignificant
Are a guard
Preserve Structure Legitimate
To a King
The King
And they
He
Structure Legitimate
Omission
Parsing
Legitimate
Legitimate
I'Jill surround
Sustains
Parsing
S7/nonym
Insignificant
Insignificant
Kai TxepiKUKXujo'ouo'iv dv biKaiocjuvi,-] tov Opovov auxoO.
And they will surround his throne in righteousness. Wisdom is
And his throne shall be sustained in mercy. The glory of the
And he sustains his chair in mercy. The ornament of the youth is
29 Kocffio^ vtaviai^ aocpia, 562a U upeapuTepujv TToXiat.
ornament to young men and grey (hair) are the glory of old men.
youth is their strength, and the ornament of the old men is grey
their strength and the glory of the old men is old age/ hair.,
Variants
His throne
His chair
In righteousness
In mercy
Wisdom is ornament
The ornament - their
strength
To young men
Of the youth
Are the glory
And the glory
Grey
Synonym Insignificant
Synonjnn Insignificant
Structure
Substitute
Old Age
Substitute
Synonym
Ins ignif leant
Legitimate
Structure Ins ipmlf leant
Legitimate
Insignificant
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30 uauj.iia Kca cruvrpijajaatoi ffuvavTa KaKor(j,
Blows and bruises befall bad men,
Bruising, stripes cleanse av/ay evil.
The scars of wounds and the blov/s v/hich reach the stores of
TtXriyai 5^ tis ta.ui'eia xoiXia^.
And plagues into the inner parts' of the body.
And the blows the innermost parts of the body.
the belly are the cleansing medicine of the v/icked man.
Variants
Blows and bruise
The scars of wounds
Befall bad men
The cleansing medicine of
the wicked men
And plagues
And the blov/s
Into
V/hich reach
Substitute Gross
Substitute Gross
Synonym
Addition.
Insignificant
Legitimate
Substitute Clarify
inner parts
Stores
Of the body
Of the belly
Substitute Insignificant
Substitute Insignificant
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D~ Isaiaii 10: 2L-27
Therefore J thus says the Lord of hosts, 0 my people v/ho dv/ell
Therefore, thus says the Lord Jehovah of hosts: My people v/ho
For that reason, the Lord Jehovah of hosts says as follov;s:My
ol KatoiKoOv-e^ 4v Iiujv, d-6 'AcaupiLuv, 8ti dv ^idpbuj TraTdSei at*
In Zion, be not afraid of Assyrians because he v/ill smite thee
dwell in Zion, do not fear the Assyrians; he v/ill smite you with
people who dv/ell in Zion do not fear the Assyrians; he will smite
TrXn/friv fdp i-nd^uj dm crd toO ibeTv 6b6v AItutttou.
V/ith a rod, for I am bringing a plague upon you that (you)' may see
a rod and v/ill raise his staff against you in the manner of Egypt.
you with a rod and v/ill raise his st^ff against you in the mannerof
Variants
Therefore
Por that reason
Thus
As follows
Because he v/ill
He v/ill
For I am bringing a plague
And will raise His staff
upon you
Synonyra
Synonym
The Lord of Hosts
The Lord Jehovah of hosts Addition
Omiss ion
Insignificant
Insignificant
Legitimate
Legitimate
Substitute Gross
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tV. Tap '^'}^P^^_ rraucreTdi )) 6pTn, 6 bk Oujao^ ^lou im ti^v pouXnv aOro-v
the way oT Egypt. For yet a little while and the indignation
For in a little while :ay anger even my wrath shall be complete
Egyptians. But in a very little while m;^ anger shall cease
6 =�Kai e:TtT�pei 6 Geo.; lu a\)~o\j<; KOTd ti> rrXriTHV tiiv Mabiaji i\
shall cease and my wrath against their counse.l. And God will
upon their calajiiity. Jehovah of host v/ill lift against them.
and my indignation v/ill turn to their destruction. And the
stirr up against them in the manner of the scourge of Xidian
a v/hip in the manner of Mi'dian's slaughter
Lord of hosts v/ill lift against him a v/hip in the m.anner of
Variants
They may see the way of Egypt ^ Substitute Gross
Por the manner of Egypt
For yet
But in Synonym msignifican
And the indignation Omission Legitimate
My anger Addition Clarify
Synonym
A?:ainst their counsel
To their destruction Substitute Legitimate
And God will stirr up Addition Legitimate
^Ind the Lord of hosts v/ill
lift Synonyra Ins ignif ic an
Addition Legitimate
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al the rock of Oreb and He v/ill lift His staff against the sea
>-i'dian's blov/ at the rock of Oreb, and He v/ill lift the rod
Tr,v obov rr.v xaf Aitutttov. ^^Kai larai dv rrj ^ijiepa dKeivij dtpai. peBncjeTai, 6 cpopog auiou
the v/ay of the sea into the v/ay to Egypt. And in that day will
in the manner of' Egypt. And on that day Jehovah v/ill remove
upon the sea as He did in Egypt. And it shall be on that day
come to pass his yoke shall be taken
his burden
his burden
Variants
The place of affliction
The rock of Oreb Subs titute Gross
Scourge
InsignificantBlow S37-nonym
And his v/rath by the v/ay of the sea
And he v/ill lift the rod upon
the sea/Subs titute Gross
into the way to Egypt
As he (did) in Egypt Substitute ross
His yoke
SynonymHis burden msig.
Shall be taken
Shall be lifted Synonym Ins ignif icani:
GTTO aoO xai 6 Ivfbq auroO drr6 toO ujjaou crou,
from your shoulder and his terror from you, and his yoke sha
from off your shoulder and his yoke from your neck, and the
from your back and his yolce from your neck v/ill be lifted,
Kcxi KaTa90api'-icreTai 6 drro to/v lujiiuv uuu-v.
be destroyed from off your shoulder.
yoke shall be broken from the face of prosperity.
and the yoke shall break because of fatness.
Variants
Prom your shoulders Substitute Legitimate
Prom, your back
And Plis terror
And His yoke Substitute Legitimate
From you
From your neck Substitute Legitimate
And his yoke
And the yoke Substitute Legitimate
Shall be destroyed Syaon^'ra
Shall break Parsing Insignific;
��om. off your shoulder
Because of fatness Substitute Gross
TABLE IV
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CLASSIFICATION AND TKE EVALUATION OP THE VARIANTS BETVJEEN
TliS ARMENIilN VERSION AND THE LXX
CLASSIFICATION
^
EVALUATION
Variant P"requency ' Insig
nificant
Clar
ity
Lang- � Legiti-
uage mate
Gross
Synonym 25 1
Addition 16 3 1 11 1
Parsing 10 5 h
Substitute 30 k 3 11 12
Omission 6 1 5
Numbers 2 2
Structure 7 k 3
Total 96 39 7 1 36 ' 13
Of the:, ninety six variants
are insignificant
Bfo are due to clarification purposes
36^ are legitimate variants
llfo due! to; language - .�
li^^ ar.e gross - variants ; that is. complete distortion. of
the-. meaning of sentences.
The following table shows to what extent the Septuagint
can explain the Armenian Variants from the Hebrew text.
TABLE V
ARKENIAN VARIANTS FROM THE HEBREW TEXT WHICH AGREE WITH THE LXX
Variant Frequency Insignificant Language Legitimate
Synonym 8 6 11
Structure 1 1
Addition 1 1
Parsing 1 1
Total 11 8 2 1
Only eleven Armenian Variants from the Hebrew Text
agree with the LXX, eight of which are insignificant, two
are due to. language structure, and only one legitimate variant
reads the same.
This picture almost com.pletely eliminates the LXX from
any possibility that it served as the base of the Armenian Version.
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For an objective evaluation of the Arraenian Bible in
relation to the Hebrew Text and to the LXX, another atterapt
was undertaken to find out to what extent Armenian variants
from the LXX agree with the Hebrew Text.
TABLE VI
ARMENIAN VARIANTS PROM LXX V/HIGH AGREE WITH THE B-EEREW TEXT
Variant Frequency Insignificant Legitimate Gross
Synonym 7 7
Addition 6 0 6
Parsing 3 2 1
Substitute 16 [|. 12
Omission 3 1 2
Number 1 1
Structure 6 1 5
Total i|2 10 18 111
V/hereas the previous tstble showed that the LXX agreed
with only eleven Armenian variants from the Hebrew Text, and
only one of these was a legitimate variant, the table above
shows that the- Hebrevj Text agrees with forty two Arm.enian
variants from the LXX, eighteen of which are legitimate and
forteen are gross variants.; This is strong evidence in favour
of a theory that Hebrew Text served as the base of the Arraenian
Text.
CHAPTER V
THE COMPARISON OE THE AMERICAN STAKDilRD VETISION
WITH THE ORIGINAL TEXTS
Though the discovery of a certain nuraber of Armenian
variants sheds some light on the literary accuracy of the
Arraenian Version, yet it remains meaningless until it is
compared with a well known version of the Bible.
Por this purpose, the A.S.V.is compared both xvith the
Hebrew and Greek Texts exactly in the manner that the Arm.enian
Version has been treated in the preceding pages. Thus the
variants of the Armenian Version from the original Texts when
compared with the variants of the ASV from the original Texts,
will make the relative literal^' accuracy of the Armenian
Version more meaningful.
The following pages present the variants of ASV from.
the original Texts. The first line is the translation of
the original text, the second line is ASV.
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I. AMERICAN STANDARD VERSION COMPARED
WITH THE HEBREii AND GREEK TEXTS
A- �Deuteronomy ;32.:- ;28-33
For they are a nation of corrupt counsel and there is no
Por they are a nation void of counsel,- and there is no under-
discernment among them. 29- 0 that they were wise; they vjould
standing in them. 0 that they were v/ise, that they understood
consider this, they x-zould understand their endl (
this, that they would consider their latter endl
Variants
HebrevT ASV Classification Evaluation
Of corrupt counsel
Void of counse.l
No discernment
No understanding
That
that they
VJould consider
understood
They
that they
Would understand
Would consider
Their end �
Their latter end
Synonym
Structure
Synonym
addition
Parsing
Synonym
Addition
Sjnonjm
Addition
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Clarity
Insignificant
Insignificant
Clarity
Insignificant
Clarity
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How could one man chase one thousand, and U^o men put to
Hox^r should one chase a thousand, and tvjo put ten thousand to
flight many, unless their Rock delivered them and the Lord
flight. Except their Rock had sold them, and Jehovah has
caused them to surrender:: (31) For their rock is not like.
delivered them up? (31) Por their rock is not as our Rock,
our Rock, and our enemies are x-ritnesses ,
even our enemies themselves h eihg.'; judges.
Variants
How could
how should Pa:fsing Insignificant
Many
Ten thousand
Delivered them
Had sold them
Caused them to surrender
Had delivered them up
Synonym
Parsing
Synonym
Parsing
Synonym
Clarify
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignific ant
And our
Even . our Substitute Insignificant
iinemies
Enemies themselves
Are witnesses
Being judges
Addition
Parsing
Synonym
Legitimate
Insignificant
Insignificant
69
32 Por their vine is of the vine of Sodom, and of the fields
32 Por their vine is of the vine of Sodom, and of the fields
of Gemorrah. Their grapes are grapes of poison; their clusters
of Gemorrah. Their grapes are grapes of gall, their clusters
are bitter. Their wine is the poison of dragons, and the
are bitter; 33 Their v/ine is the poison of serpents and
head of poisonous asps.
the cruel venom of asps.
Variants
Grapes of poison
Grapes of gall
Poison of dragons
Poison of serpents
And the head
And the cruel
Poisonous asps
Venom of asps
Synonyra
Synonyra
Synonym
Structure
insignific an 13
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
70
B. II Kings 8:16-20
. 16 And in the fifth year of Joram the son of Ahab, King of
And in the fifth year of Joram the son of Ahab, King of
Israel, when Johosphaphat v/as King of Judah, Jeroham the son
Israel, Jehosphaphat being then King of Judah, Jehoram the son
of Jehoshaphat, ICing of Judah was enthroned. (17) He was
of Jehoshaphat, King of Judah began to reign. (17) Thirty
thirty two years old when he began to reign and reigned eight
and two years old was he v/hen he began to reign, and he reigned
years in Jerusalem. (l8) And he walked in the way of the Kings
eight years in Jerusalem. And he v;alked in the way of the
of Israel as the house of Ahab had done, .
Kings of Israel, as did the house of Ahab:
Variants
I'Jhen Jehoshaphat was
Jehoshaphat being then Parsing Insignificant
Was enthroned
Began to reign
Parsing
Substitute
Insignificant
Insignificant
As the house of Ahab had done
As the house of Ahab did Parsing Insignificant
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for the daughter of Ahab was his wife, and he did what vxas
for he had the daughter of Ahab to wife : And he did that
evil in the sight of Jehovah,
which was evil in the sight of Jehovah.
V. 19 - But Jehovah did not want to destroy Judah for the sake
Howbeit Jehovah would not destroy Judah, for David His servant's
of David, His servant, as He had promised him to give a lamp
sake, as He promised him to give unto him- a lamp for his
to him and to his sons forever.
children alway.
Variants
Daughter was his wife
Had daughter ^ to wife Structure
VJhat was evil
That XiThlch was evil
Howbeit
Did not want to destroy
Mould not destroy
As He had promised
As Ke promised
To his
Sons
Por his
Children
Substitute
Synonym
Parsing
Parsing
Substitute
Synonym
Insignificant
Clarify
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
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G- Proverbs 20:26-30
V, 26. A wise King v/innows the wicked and turns around upon
A wise King winnoweth the wicked. And bringeth the threshing
a wheel*, V. 27 - The breath of man is the light of Jehovah,
wheels over thera. The spirit of man is the lamp of Jehovah
searching the inner parts of the body,
searching all his innermost parts.
Variants
And turns around
And bringeth
A wheel.-
^ threshing wheel
The breath
The spirit
Is the light
Is the lamp
� All
The inner parts
Innermost parts
Of the body
His
Synonym
Addition
Synonyra
Synonym
Addition
Synonym
Substitute
Insignificant
Clarify
Insignificant
Insignificant
Legitimate
Insignificant
Legitimate
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(28) Kercy and truth preserve the King and his. throne shall
(28) Kindness and truth preserve the King and his throne is
be sustained in mercy, V, 29 - The glory of the youth is
upholden by kindness. The glory of young men is their
their strength and the ornamient of the old men is grey hair,
strength; and the beauty of old men is the hoary head.
Variants
Mercy and truth
Kindness and truth
Shall preserve
Preserve
Shall be sustained
Is upholden
In mercy
By Kindness
The youth .
Young men
Ornamient of
Beauty of
The old men
Old men
Grey hair
Hoary head
Synonyra
Parsing
Synonym
Substitute
Synonym
Ommission
Synonym
Synonyra
Ommission
Synonym
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Language
Insignificant
ms ignif leant
Insignificant
(30) Bruising stripes cleanse away evil, and the blows the
(30) Stripes that wound cleanse away evil and strokes
innermost parts of the body,
reach the innermost parts.
Variants
Bruising stripes
Stripes that wound
And the blows
And Strokes
Structure
Synonym
Synonym
Omission
Ins ignif leant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Language
Reach
Of the body
Addition
Oraiss ion
Clarify
Legitimate
D- Isaiah 10:^k-27
V, 2h, - Therefore, thus says the Lord Jehovah of hosts: My
Therefore thus saith the Lord, Jehovah of hosts. 0 my people
people who dvjell in Zion do not fear the Assyrians; he will
that dwellest' in Zion, be not afraid of the Assyrian, though
Variants
My people
0 my people Addition Insignificant
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smite you with a rod and will raise his staff against you in
he smite thee with the rod, and lift up his staff against thee,
the manner of Egypt. (25) For in a very little while my anger
after the manner of Egypt. (25) For yet a very little while
even my wrath shall be completed upon their calamity.
and the indignation against thee shall be accomplished, and
m,ine anger shall be directed to his destruction.
Variants
He will smite
Though he smite
With a rod
With the rod
And will raise
And lift up
In a very little while
Yet a very little while
My anger
And the indignation
Even ray vn?ath
And my anger
and
Against thee
Be accomplished
Be completed
Their calamity
His destruction
Parsing
Substitution
Parsing
Synonym
Synonyra
Substitute
Synonyra
Synonym
Addition �
Synonym
Substitute.
Synonym
Insignificant
Legitim-ate
Ins ignif leant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Legitimate
Ins'lgnif leant
Insignificant
Clarify
Insignificant
Legitimate
Insignificant
Addition Clarify
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V, 26 - Jehovah of host will lift against thera a v/hip in the
And Jehovah of host x%'ill stir up against him a scourge, as
manner of Midian's slaughter at the rock of Oreb: And he
in the slaughter of Midian at the rock of Oreb: And his rod
will lift His staff against the sea in the manner of Egypt.
will be over the sea, and he will lift it up after the manner
of Egypt.
Variants
Jehovah
And Jehovah
v/ill lift
Will stir
Against thera
Against him
A whip
A scourge
He ^^rill lift his staff
His rod will be
Against the sea
Addition
Synonyra
Subs titute
Synonym
Structure
Synonyra
Legitimate
Insignificant
Legit imate
Insignificant
Legitimate
Ins ignif leant
Over the sea
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V, 27 - And on that day Jehovah will remove his burden from
V. 27 - And it shall co^ne to pass in that day, that his
off your shoulder. And his yoke from yoiir neck, and the
burden shall depart from off thy shoulder. And his yoke
yoke shall be broken from the face of prosperity.
from off thy neck, and the yoke shall be destroyed by reason
of fatness.
Variants.
It shall come to pass Addition Clarify
Jehovah v/ill remove his burden
That his burden shall de
part .
Structure
�Synonym
Omission
Legitimate
Insignificant
Legitimate
Shall be broken
Shall be destroyed Synonym insignificant
From the face
By reason of Synonym Insignificant
Prosperity
Fatness Synonym Insignificant
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E - Matthew 13 M -9
V. 1 Jesus, having gone out of the house on that day v/as
On that day v/ent Jesus out of the house, and sat by the
sitting beside the sea. V. 2 And great crowds were gathered
seaside. Y. 2 And there were gathered unto hira great multi-
together.- c unto him so that He entered into the boat and sat
tudes, so that He entered into a boat, and sat; and all the
down, and all the crowd stood on the beach.
multitude stood on the beach.
Variants V
Jesus having gone
VJent Jesus Parsing Insignificant
Was sitting
And sat Parsing Insignificant
Beside the sea
By the sea side Synonym Insignificant
Great crowds
Great multitudes Synonym Insignificant
The boat
A boat Substitu.te Legitimate
The cro'rfd
The multitude Synonym Insignificant
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V. 3 And He spake unto them many things in parables saying.
And He spake to thera many things in parables, saying. Behold,
Behold the sower v;ent out to sou, And vjhile he vras sow-
the sower went forth to soi-j; (Ij.) And as he sox^red, some seeds
ing some on the one hand fell beside the road and the birds
fell by the way side, and the birds came and devoured them;
came and ate them up. (5) And on the other hand others fell
And others fell upon the rocky places, vjhere
on rocky places where
Variants
VJent out
Went forth Synonym Insignificant
I'Jhile he was sowing
And as he sowed
Addition
Parsing
Legitimate
Insignificant
Some
Some seeds Addition Clarify
On one hand on other Omission Language
Ate them
Devoured them
Rocky place.
Rocky places
Synonym
Number
Insignificant
Legitimate
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they were hot having much soil, and im-nediately they sprang
they had not much earth. And straightway they sprang up,
up on account of not having depth of soil. (6) But when the
because they had no deepness of earth. And v;hen the sun was
sun rose they were scorched, and on account of not having root,
risen, they were scorched, and because they had no root, they
Variants
And imroediately
And straightway
On account of
Because
Not having
Had no
Depth of soil
Deepness of earth
But when
And when
The sun rose
The sun was risen
On account of
Because
Not having
Had no
Synonym
Synonym
Pa:psing
Synonym
Substitute
Parsing
Synonym
Synonym
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Ins ignif leant
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they were dried up. (?) And others fell upon the thorns, and
withered away. And others fell upon the thorns, and the thorns
the thorns carue up and choked them. (8) And others fell on the
grei^' up and choked thera. And others fell upon the good ground,
good soil and were giving fruit;, one a hundred, and one sixty,
and yielded fruit, sorae a hundred fold, some sixty, some
and one thirty. (9) He who has ears let hira hear.
thirty. (9) Ke that hath ears let him hear.
Variants
ere dried up
Withered away
Parsing
Synonym
Legitim.ate
Insignificant
Came up
Grew up Synonyra Insignificant
Good soil
Good ground Synonyi^i Insignificant
And were giving
And yielded
Pars ing
Synonym
Legitimate
Insignificant
One a hundred
Some hundred fold Substitute Clarify
And one sixty
Some sixty
Substitute
Omission
Clarify
Legitimate
And one thirty
Some thirty
Omission
Substitute
Clarify
Clarify
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P. Acts 2l4.:24-27
v. 2l\. And after some days Felix having come with his wife
But after certain days, Felix came with Drusilla, his wife,
Drusilla, a Jewess, sent for Paul and listened to him about
who was a Jewess, and sent for Paul, and heard him concerning
the faith in Jesus Christ. (2^) And while he was discoursing
the faith in Christ Jesus. (25) And as he reasoned of right
about righteousness and self-control and the Judgment to come,
eousness and self-control, and the judgment to come.
Variants
Some days
Certain days
Having come
Game
Sent for Paul
And sent for Paul
Listened to him
Heard him
He was discoursing
He reasoned
Synonym
Parsing
Addition
Synonym
Synonyra
Parsing
Insignificant
Insignificant
Legitimate
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
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Felix having become �frightened answered, "Por the present time,
Felix was terrified, and answered. Go thy way for this time;
go, and when I get an occasion I shall call for thee.
and when I have a convenient season, I will call thee unto me,
V, 26 At the same time he was also hoping that money will be
He hoped withal that money would be given hira of Paul: VJhere-
Variant 3
Having become frightened
Vi^as terrified Parsing Legitimate
For the present time
Por^ this time Omission Language
Go thou
Go thy way Addition Clarify
An occasion
A convenient season Addition Clarify
I shall send for thee Synonym. Insignificant
I will call thee unto me Addition Clarify
He v/as hoping
He hoped Parsing Insignificant
Will be given
Would be given Parsing Legitimate
given to hira by Paul. VJherefore even raore frequently sending
fore also he sent for him the oftener, and communed v/ith hira.
after hira, he v/as conversing with hira. (27) And two years
But when two years x^ere fulfilled, Felix was succeeded by
having been corapleted, Felix received a successor, Porcius
Porcius Festus;
Variants:
Frequently sending
Sent oftener
Even more
Also more
Was conversing
And communed
And two years
But v/hen two years
Having been completed
Were fulfilled
Parsing Insignificant
Substitute Insignificant
Synon3nn Insignificant
Parsing Legitim.ate
Addition Legitim.ate
Substitute Insignificant
Addition Clarify
Parsing Insignificant
Synonsrra Insignificant
Felix received a successor
'Felix was succeeded Structure Language
8c
Festus, and wishing to grant a favour unto Jews he left Paul
and desiring to gain favour with the Jews, Felix left Paul
boun.d.
in bonds.
ilnd wishing
And desiring
To grant
To gain
Bound
In bonds
Variants
Synonym [nsignif leant
Substitute Legitimate
Structure Insignificant
G. Philippians 2:li|-l8
V, lij. Be doing all things without, 'murmurings and disputes in
Do all things x-zithout murmur-ings and questionings that ye m.ay
order you might become blameless and pure, children of God
become blaraeless and harmless children of God vjithout blemish
Variants
And disputes
And questionings Synonym. Insignificant
You might become
You may becom.e Parsing Insignif icsjat
Blameless
Harmless Synonyra Insignificant
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unbleraished amidst a crooked and distorted generation, among
in the midst of a crooked and perverse generation among whom
whom you are shining as lum.inaries in world. (l6) Holding
ye are seen as lights in the x\rorld (16) Holding forth the
firm the x^ord of life in order you might become pride to me
word of life, that I may have x-jhereof to glory in the day of
in the day of Christ because I did not run in vain nor i did
Christ, that I did not run in vain neither labor in vain.
Variants
Distorted generation
Perverse generation
You are shining
You are seen
As luminaries
As lights
In world
In' the world
Holding firm
Holding forth
^ride
To glory
Synonym
Substitute
Synonyra
Addition
Substitute
Structure
Synonyra
Insignifican t
Legitimate
insignificant
Language
insignificant
Legitimate
Ins ignif leant
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labour in vain. (17) But even if I ara being offered on
(17) Yea, and if I am offered upon the sacrifice and service
account' of the sacrifice and service of your faith, I rejoice
of your faith, I joy, and rejoice vjith you all. (l8) And in
and rejoice viith you all. (l8) In the same way you rejoice
the sam.e manner do ye also joy, and rejoice with rae.
too, and rejoice with me.
Variants
But even
Yea, and
Subs titute
Subs titute
Insignificant
Insignificant
I am being offered
I am offered Parsing Insignificant
I rejoice
I joy Synonyra Insignificant
Addition Legitiraate
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H. I John 2:7-11
V. 7 Beloved, I am not writing you a new commandment buj
Beloved, no new coramandraent write I unto you, but an old
an old commandment which you had from the beginning. The old
commandment which ye had from the beginning. The old command-
commandment is the x-zord x;hich you heard. (8) Again, I am
ment is the xvord which ye heard (8) Again, a new com.mandment
writing to you a new commandment which is true in him and in
write I unto you, Xirhich thing is true in him and you, because
you, because the darkness is passifig away and the true light
the darkness is passing away, and the true light already shineth.
Variants
Which is true
V/hich thing is true Addition Insignificant
Still
Even until now Synonyra Insignificant
Remains
Abides Synonyra Insignificant
Stumbling
Occasion of sturabling Addition Legitimate
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is already shining. (9) He who says he is in the light and
(9) He that saith he is in the light and hateth his brother,
hates his brother, he is still in the darkness. (10) He v/ho
is in the darkness even imtil now. (10) He that loveth his
loves his brother remains in the light and in him there is no
brother abideth in the light, and there is no occasion of
stumbling. (11) But he v/ho hates his brother he is in the
stumbling in hira, (11) But he that hateth his brother is in
darkness, and he is walking in the darkness, and he does not
the darkness, and walketh in the darkness and knoweth not
know where he is going because the darkness blinded his eyes,
v/ither he goeth, because the darkness hath blinded his eyes.
Variants
Blinded
Has blinded
Parsing Legitiraate
TABLE VII
CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF THE ASV VARIANTS PROM THE
ORIGINAL TEXTS
CLASS if:1 CAT I ON EVALUATION
Variant Frequency Insigni- Lang-
flcant uage
Clar
ity
Legiti
mate
Gross
Synonym 69 68 1
Addition 23 2 1 12 8
Parsing 32 2I4. 8__
Subs titute 23 11 1 k 7
Structure 8 5
�
3
Omission 10
Number 1
��
1
Total 166 115 2 17 32 0
Of the total 166 Variants
69^ �' i ^ "Are Insignificant
1% Are due to language s tructure
10% Are due to clarificat ion purposes
20^ Are legitimate variants
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When these variants are coropared with the total
variants of the Armenian Version, one arrives at the
following result:
TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OP THE ASV VARIANTS WITH THE VARIANTS OP THE .IRMENIAN
TEXT
ASV ARMENIAN
Insignificant 10$ 77
Clarity , 17 33
Language 2 13
Legitimate 32 21
Total Variants l66 II4.I].
Due to unavoidable subjectivity in the classification
and the evaluation of variants, these data do not claim a
more literary acciiracy of the Armenian Bible; but at least
they indicate quite satisfactorarily that the Arraenian
Version is as accurate as the ASV,
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION '
It should be understood that the following conclusion
is based upon the eight selected .\passages , a total of only
forty three verses, which is a very small portion compared to
the xvhole Bible, so the conclusion may not strictly apply to
the Armenian Version as a whole. In the light of the results
of the research in this thesis, the following conclusions seem
to be relevant,
1 - There are variants in the Arraenian Version of the
Bible yet most of them are insignificant. The legitiraate
variants constitute only 21% of the total variants, and
there are no gross variants, i.e. distortions of the meaning
of a phrase or a sentence*
2 - In coraparison v/ith the American Standard Version
(See Table VII) it x^jould seem apparent that the Arraenian
Version maintains a fairly accurate translation of the Original
Texts ,
3 - Based upon the study of the selected passages in
this thesis, an urgent need for a new Armenian Version does
not seem necessary. If it Is undertaken, it may serve the
good purpose of correcting the legitimate variants at the
risk of introducing others.
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Ij- - It is very unlikely that the LXX shou.ld have
served as the base of the Armenian Version. Relatively the
Armenian Version is almost identical x/ith the Masoretic Text.
However, this does not prove that the Masoretic Text is the
only base that could have served; probably, as some scholars
believe, a text in another language such as Syriac, may be
closer to the Armenian Version Text than the Masoretic Text,
5 - Yet the origin of the legitimate variants still
remains obscure. This is a challenge for future students to
trace them to their manuscript sources.
APPENDIX
9k
I. THE TRANSLATION OP THE ARMENIAN BIBLE
A- THE CAUSE
The national nest of Arraenia, besides being unfeather-
e-d,:., was under the constant cultural and political storms of
the neighboring winds during the fourth century A.D. Extinc
tion was a constant threat to the new-born Christianity,
Therefore, the following reasons constituted the main motives
for the translation of the Holy Scriptures into Armenian::
1- To destroy completely the non-biblical and pagan rituals.
2- To make the preaching of the Gospel meaningful to the people.
3- To free the Armenian Church from the Syrian church.
k- To free the Armenian Church from the Byzantine church.
r' To establish the nevj religion right on the solid Rock.
6- To nourish the spirit of nationalism.
7- To create the unique religious tradition of Armenia,
3- To save the youth from going abroad for good.
9- To guarantee the survival of the Armenian nation against
extinction or absorption into others,
10- To cultivate an aggressive evangelistic program to
christianize other nations.
The Armenian Church Fathers invented the Armenian Alphabet;-
NOT as a result of sheer curiosity,
NOT as a result of meaningless experimentation.
NOT to add an element to the Arraenian culture,
NOT to document their national history,
NOT to create -a means for a greater national v/ealth,
NOT to compete with other nations,
BUT SIMPLY, TO TRANSLATE THE BIBLE.
N. Diran pictures vividly the motive of St. Mesrob Mashdotz
in armenianizing Moses and Paul; to illuminate the path of
the people into the future, to provide a course for eternal
discipleship, to guarantee the supply of the Word of God all
through the forthcoming far horizons �-'-
Yes, Mashdotz aimed to show the Invisible behind the
visible, to convey the Eternal behind the temporal, to pre
sent- the Real behind the apparent,
B- THE TRANSLATORS
Godly men were the pillars of this noble task:
1- St. Mesrob Mashdotz, a high official in the army,
but coming to grips with the basic spiritual need of the
nation, cast away his sword and grabbed the pen, took off his
military uniform and put on the priestly gown, denied the
�^Diran, N, "The Eternal Discipleship," Memorial To
The 1500th Anniversary Of The Armenian Version Of The Bible
TTerusaliH, St. James"Press, 193^) * PP. 270-271, citing Sion
( Jerusalem, 'Arraenian Patriarchy, 1935) > P. 341.
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prestige of his rank and humbled himself to reach the needy
mass, resigned from all his wordly affluent pleasures and
devoted himself to strict discipline - prayer, fasting,
hermitage. In short, he lost himself in order to gain his
nation for Christ,
Though Christianity v/as officially introduced into
Armenia, yet Mesrob 's heart often lost its regular rythm at
the sight of persisting pagan customs. Foreign songs on the
lips of children pierced his ears down to his heart because
the songs - The Psalms, still lay in Syriac words �
His student, jt^oriu^, one of the foremost historians
of the Armenians, shar'es the impression of his teacher as
follows :
He served in the royal secretariat as an executor
of the royal commands, during the service of one named
Arvan as the 'Hazarabed' of the land of Armenia...
Thenceforward he v/as divested of princely passions
and taking the exalted cross went after the all sus
taining Crucified � And in obedience to the corffitiands of
(faith), joined the crusading legion of Christ, and
soon entered' the Monastic order. He experienced many
kinds of hardships, in keeping with the precepts of
the Gospel. He subjected himself to all types of
spiritual discipline - solitude, mountain-dwelling,
hunger, thirst, and living on herbs, in dark cells,
clad in sackcloth with the floor as his bed. 2
However, he v/as not alx^ays a secluded personality.
After his development of the Alphabet and the translation of
the Holy Scriptures, he Incessantly made long trips to all
2Koriun, The Life of Mashdotz. (Tr. by Norhad, B,
196I1.), p, 27.
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the parts of Armenia, both in V/estern and Eastern Sections,
.evangelizing and teaching the people from the new Armenian
Fount. Often he dealt with pagan and foreign customs quite
radically and severely.
Moreover, amidst his busy schedule, he devoted time
to formulate a new alphabet for Georgians, and supplied the
Armenian Bible to serve as the base for the Georgian Version
of the Holy Scriptures.
He was not all heart alone; he had all the intellectual
capacities to achieve his task successfully. His innate
calibre w^as well developed and flourished in the higher
educational institutions of his day. He was well versed
both in Greek and Syriac. Being m.ature both intellectually
and spiritually he was well developed into a Saint, who
lives on in the hearts of all Armenians.
2- Sahag Catholicos xsras the beloved successor of
his saintly father. He had his training in Caesarea and
Byzantium, v;here he transcended many Greek scholars in vjis-
dom, holy life and in a knox-zledge of the Greek language and
literature. During fifty years of his supremacy, he was the
backbone of the nation; he assisted in the translation of
the Bible, helped Mashdotz to evangelize the people, and
moreover he had a direct bearing on the political state of
the country being the authoritative Counselor of the
Arraenian king.
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3- King Vramshabooh was the right political head in
power x^^ho encouraged and financially/ supported the whole
project.
k- The elder disciples of St. Mesrob Mashdotz; Hovhan
Yegeghetzatzl, Hovsep Baghnatzi, Yeznig and G-hevont Koriun,
all of whom assisted him in the translation.
5- Two disciples of the Gatholicos; Mesrob Der
Khorenatzi and Mooshegh Daronetzi.
6- A third group of assistant translators is mentioned
by an anonymous historian, as follows: Hovhannes, Abraham,
Artzan and "many others ".3
All of these assistant translators are said to be
competent scholars both in Greek and Syriac,
Archbishop Torkom believed that the chief organizer,
supervisor and director x/as Sahag batholicos himself ,4 who
having mastered the Greek and Syriac languages, as well as
theology and philosophy, seems to have contributed the
greatest share.
Similarly, Torossian has shared the same viex-j about
him; describeing him as the right man who had his hands on
steering wheel of the work.
3Archbishop Torkom, "The Letter In Its Threefold
Meaning," Memorial, op . cit . , p. 2ij.7. Git ing Sion, op. cit.
p. 229.
4lbid.
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However, the majority of Armenian authors imply that
it was a corporate endeavor in which each had lost his
distinct identity.
^" �2 PROCSSS OP TRANSLATION
All historians, as well as Bible scholars, both
foreign and national, unanim.ously testify that two attempts
were made to translate the Holy Scriptures into Arraenian.
1- The First. St, Mesrob Mashdotz, right after the
invention of the Armenian alphabet in Saraosata, undertook
the translation of the book of Proverbs in the same city by
the help of his two disciples Hovhan and Hovsep. This test
of the alphabet proved to be successful. Then taking a Syriac
Bible from Edessa, he left for Armenia. The Armienians, led
by the Catholicos and the King, greeted his victory vxith
hosannas at the Rah riverside, 5 "Even Moses was not so
happy while coming dovm off Mount Sinai" attests an Armenian
historian.
Immediately the alphabet was taught
� to a group of
talented students who later assisted in the translation of
the Bible.
All historians and scholars agree that the first book
translated was the Proverbs; Conybeare explains this fact by
PTorossian, H. Pazamaveb, (Venice, 1935) ^ P. 293,, citin
"The Armenian Golden Century", Memorial, op. cit. p. 36O.
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stating that the text Mashdotz used existed in two volumes-,
and he picked the second half x/hich began with the Proverbs. ^
^~ '^^Q Second. The second translation was under
taken i/hen a group of students, such as Yeznig, Koriun,
Hovsep and Ghevont, returned from the Council of Ephesus,
1|.31 A.D., and brought with them, an authentic copy of the
Holy Scriptures. The Catholicos immediately undertook a
nexiT recension of the first translation.
Lyonnet has testified in this respect explicitly saying.
Then, (Sahag) retook the task for the purpose of
underpinning the books which had been hastily translated
from defective copies, corrected the first translations
over the authentic texts which were brought to them
(from Byzantium). Sahag the Great and Mesrob having
received these books (the authentic copies of the Scrip
tures) translated anew what v/as already translated, and
immediately, by the help of the disciples, they form.ed
an entirely new text,?
It is to be noted that there is no mention of the
translation of nevj books which were not translated in the
first atterapt.
It should be added that the existence of this first
translation of the Bible is not a naive assum^ption;. it is a
'^Conybeare^ A. "Aremenian Version of N.T." __A Dlcticnary
of the Bible. Hastings, J. (Ed.), Vol. I, p. 1$2,
7Lyonnet, S, (Quote from Koriun), Recherches de
Science Heligieuse, XXV, (1935)^ p. 178.
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historical fact. Though it was not transmitted down the ages,
due to the later recension, yet its birth and existence are
proved beyond doubt by the French Scholar Lyonnet, who on
over 200 pages of his book, Les Origines de la Version
Arm.eni enne , makes a thoroixgh study of many manuscripts,
vjritings of Arraenian authors, translations from Greek and
Syriac, and exposes all the details of variants X'/hich exist
between the preraitive text of the first translation and that
of the later- recension,
D- THE CI-mOHOLOGY OP TRANSLATION
The alphabet was ready in lj.06 A.D. and its immediate
virgin product was the Word of God, Almost all the historians
and scholars assign the period of l\.OS-l\.l$ A.D. to be most
probably for the first translation.
The recension started after the disciples returned
from the Council of Ephesus, I13I A.D.. In general, the
concensus of opinion is for a fex^r years, probably till or
just prior to the death of the Catholicos at the age of 100,
in k38 A.D.
It is significant to note that a period of about twenty
years seperated the recension from the first translation.
During this interval, the Arm.enlan language was greatly
enriched and many books were translated. ^
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S~ 'FEE SCOPE
N. Beshigtashlian thought that the first translation
was far from being comprehensive. They maintain that only
the portions essential for church rituals were translated
first, such as Psalms and Proverbs, and that other parts were
added at the time of the recension, I13I1.-I4.38 A.D.9
On the other hand, H. V. Hatzooni has attested that
even the first translation included all of the 22 books of
the O.T. in the order of the Hebrev; Bible, plus the x^hole
New Testament,
Moorad also hasbelieved in a v/hole translation even
at the first attempt, but hais exempted from it the four
Catholic Epistles j II Peter, II and III John, Jude, and
Revelation, since these were not a part of the Syriac Bible^^O
The following proofs seem conclusive for a thorough
translation between I|.06-l].l5 A.D. (Except the above-mentioned
books ) ,
^Dzovagian, N. "The Old Arm.enian Versions of The Bible"
Sion, IX-X, (Jerusalem, Armenian Patriarchy, igilS), p. Ili5.
beshigtashlian, N, Memorial on. cit., p. l^ij.. Citin
Araz (Bookcesh, Mvch. 3, 193F) ^
'
-
lODzovagian, N.- op, cit. V-VIII, p. 107.
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1- All scholars agree that the second attempt re
sulted in a thorough translation between l|31-[i.38 A.D., but
none mentions the addition of nevj books to the first. This
implies a complete work of the first attempt.
2- An Arm^enian manuscript of II Ghron. IV 2-6 from
the first translation has been discovered which proves that
passages not necessary for church liturgy had been trans
lated in the first attempt,
3- Koriun, the disciple of St. Kesrob Mashdotz has
vjritten,
..,by the hands of two colleagues, suddenly, in an
instant, Moses, the law-giver, along with the order of
Prophets, energetic Paul, with the entire phalanx of
the apostles, along with Christ's world-sustaining
Gospel, became Armenian-speaking,H
I'Jhile contention on the completeness of the first
translation continues, no informatron exists on the complete
ness of the recension, Dzovagian has pointed out that the
last book of the Bible - Revelation - was translated by A. U.
Nerces Lambronatzi in the twelfth century. 12
llDzovagian, N. o�_. cit , , V-VIIi p. 107 �
12Dzovagian, N. op. cit . , IX-X, p.
10i|
F - TEE OR IGINS OP THE ARI-BNIAN BIBLE
The origin of the Arraenian Version of the Bible has
been a raatter of long dispute. Many contradictory conjectures
have been proposed both by foreign and national authors, but
alraost none has found a universal acceptance,
Por proper diagnosis of the situation, the various
theories about the origin of the Armenian Version, will be
presented in three main categories, stipulating in each its
corresponding evidences.
The issue should be simplified by indicating that the
contention is on the first translation and not on the second,
for aimost all scholars agree that the letter was done on a
Greek base.
Concerning the origin of the^ first translation one
group of scholars propose a Greek origin; they base their
view on the following evidences:
1- The testimony of the ^th. century historian, Koriun,
Archbishop Torkom has indicated that the Historian,
being a co-assistant of St. Mesrob Mashdotz, never mentioned
any other origin but Greeki Thus,
Then blessed Sahag, who had rendered from Greek lan
guage into Armenian all the ecclesiastical books and
the wisdom of the Church. Fathers, once raore undertook,
x.7ith Eznik, the coraparison of the former random,
hurredly done translation with the authentic copies. 13
�^�^Archbishop Torkom, oo_. cit . , p. 25l.
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2- The testimony of another co-assistant translator,
Ghazar Parbotzi, who was full informed about all the details
of the translation and wrote at length about it, yet
mentioned no other language than Greek, 1^
3- The^ fact that both the leaders of the task, the
Catholicos Sahag and St. Mesrob ^^rere masters of the Greek
language .
Ij.- Samossad, the place where the first translation
started from the book of Proverbs, was a good Hellenic center. l5
5- The short duration of the recension from Greek,
specially at the old age of the translators (both the
Catholicos and St. Mesrob died the following year of the
completion of the recension) implies that the first was done
in the same language, othert/ise it would take a far longer
period.
6- Ruf inus , v/ho shaped the final forms of the
Armenian alphabet, v/as a Greek,
7- Though the Syriac Church had been the religious
teacher of the Armenians yet in the fifth century the Armenians
had already turned their hearts av/ay from the Syriac Church
to Byzantium.
^^Dzovagian, op. cit . , V-VIII, p. 108,
�^^Koriun, op. cit . , p. 31.
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8- The first Version mostly follows the Greek texts;
the apparent variations from it are due to the fact that the
Armenians had extensively preached from the Syriac Bible,
so the latter had partly been their oral tradition. More
over, the text used for the recension had masoretic signs
which undoubtedly were absorbed into the Aremenian Vers ion. 17
9- Macler illustrates from. Matthew and Mark the fact
that the proper nouns used are taken from Greek which are
non-existant in Syriac, Even in XTOrd-formation, the Arm.enian
Text follows the Greek Text.lS
This group of scholars Included: Esaballan, Aginian,
B. Macler, H. L. Maries, A, Maye, S. Lyonnet, R. P. Merk and
Toorian,
Another group of scholars ha.s proposed a mixed origin,
1- Gariet believes the base^ is LXX, and Syriac used
as a dictionary.
2- V. Avkere, in his comparative study of the Arraenian
Bible, found the latter at times follows the Syriac, and at
other places the Greek, even in a few cases the Latin Vulgate,
ITArchbishop Torkom, on. cit. , p. 256.
l^Esabalian, H. "Tlie Initial Scripts of the Armenian
Gospels" Hantes Arasoria, (Vienna, 1935) Memorial, op. cit . ,
p. 22i|.
l^Garlet. Memorial. op. cit., p. 17ks citing Harach.
March 23 (Paris, 1935) .
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and to his surprise seldom the Targuras.20
3- Chobanian had proposed an equal usage of both
Syriac and Greek. 21
II-- P. G. Conybeare baldly has included even' the
Hebrexv Bible. He has said that Armenians knew Hebrew and
used it with the Greek, specially for the translation of the
Prophetic Books, 22
A third group of scholars are well convinced of a
Syriac origin. Their supports are:
1- The Arraenian historians, Movses -Khorenatzi and
Young Koriun, testify that the Catholicos was a master of
the Syriac language, 23
2- Syriac was the official language in the. royal
and ecclesiastical circles at the time of the translation,
3- Armenians were already well Informed with the
oral translation of the Syriac Bible, since they used it for
their sermon texts, 21)-
20Avkere, V, "A Glimpse At the Armenian Translation
of the Bible I." Memorial, op. cit., p. 191. citing Pazmaveb,
June-Dec. (Venice, 1135)
^"'"Chobanian, A. "The Armenian Of The Golden Cent-ory"
Memorial. op, cit. , p, 331. Anahid, III-IV, (Paris, 1935), p. 1.
22conybeare, P. C. o�, cit. , p. l52.
23Dzovagian, N. op. cit., V-VIII. p. 109.
24lbid,
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k- Dzovagian has offered three fragments of I and II
Chronicles from the first translation v/hich completely lack
Greek words and explanations; it closely follows Syriac.
For example, one of the clue words is "wife" which occurs
in II Car. 9:1, 3 without "oohi". The first Version never
indicates the feminine sex v/ith the "oohi" suffix, since
the latter is a later innovation. ^5
p- Blake has thought that the "atish" handscript of
the Georgean Version is a translation from, the first Armenian
Version, and that it retains all the Syriac peculiarities of
the latter. 2^
6- Two Armenian historians testify that the 'origin
was Syriac, 27
.7- The fact that the Persian king had ordered all
Greek literature to be burned a few^ decades before the
translation.
8- The locale of the translation v/as the v/estern
section of Armenia v/here the sole official and ecclesiastical
language was Syriac,
9- To add to the complexity of the case, the Arraenian
historian Pabertzi has attested that St. Mesrob's knowledge
id., p. 111.
26ibid. , p. 112.
27Archbishop Torkom. "The Letter In Its Three Fold
Meaning." Memorial oo. cit. p. 2^2, citing Sion. (Jerusalem,
1935) /p. 229.
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of Greek was Insufficient to undertake such a big task.
Ke has said.
As a matter of fact, the blessed Mashdotz and his
honorable priests v/ere afraid of undertaking such an
important and valuable task, that is the translation
of the Greek texts into Armenian, for he had not a
thorough knowledge of the Greek language. 2o
10- Voobus has dug out the following evidences :29
a- That the Armenian Patristic literature testi
fies conclusively in favour of Syriac.
b- The orthography of the proper names reflects
a Syriac manner of nomenclature, such as: Soul - "Sawol" -
Saoogh, Simeon - "Symeon" - Shemavon, Elisha - "Ellsee" -
Yeghisse,
c- The geographical localities follow the Syriac
vmy of nomenclature, thus: "Land of Egyptians" (not Egypt),
"The river of Jordan" (not Jordan).
d- Serious confusions of singular formes with
plurals. This is ascribed to Syriac which differentiates
the singular from plural simply by two superimposed dots on
a consonant. The differentiation of the singular number from.
the plural is very obvious in Greek,
e- Syriac style Idiosycracies appear quite often,
such as; appearance of personal pronouns after the verb,
28Koriun. (Quoted by Lyonnet, S.). Recherches de
Science Religieuse. X>:V (Paris, 1935), p. iWl
29Voobus, A. Early Versions of the Bible. (Stockholm,
1951].), pp. 1^8-1^9.
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pronouns following a substantive, and occurance of pleo
nastic conjunctions,
11- 0, S. C. Williarris has cited I4.6 Armenian variants
from the book of Proverbs which can scarcely be traced in
the Greek text.-^*^
12- Lyonnet displays hundreds of citations full of
characteristic variants which claim the favour of Syria, 31
'The following is just one of the examples; the Greek Mt. 11,
28 reads -
_
i .
"Gome "unto me all the ones labouring and burdened, and I vjill
rest you." Variants which appear in the first Armenian
Version are:
a- For "Labouring" - tired and laboured (doubled verb).
b- For "Been burdened" - Those who bear heavy burdens,
c- For "I v/ill rest you" - I rest you.'
13- Voobus' bald assertion, "Thus the theory of a
Greek base for the Armenian Version has finally met its end
30WilIiam, G, "Arraenian Variants In The Book of V/isdom,"
Journal of Qlheological Studies. VII (19^6), p. 2[!.3-2l!.6.
3lLyonnet, S. Les Orlgines De La Version Arruenienne
et le Diatessaron. (Rome, 19^0), pp. 17-18.
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and may fall into deserved oblivion/' fits quite well with
the following last evidence:
It is of special interest to hear that the ancient
Version incorporated also III Corinthians as a canon
ical book and as an authentic epistle of Paul. This
document is not shy but shows itself in Armenian bibli
cal manuscripts after the I Corinthians or it follows
the Pauline Epistles | and as the manuscript tradition
testifies, it was used liturgically even as late as the
13th century. The Armenian sources state explicitly
that it belonged to the earliest Version. But the fact
speaks for itself. This apocryphal letter was completely
unknoi^in in the manuscript tradition of the Greek N.T.
but wfas an integral part in the ancient Syriac Bible, 32
This group of scholars Include A. Robinson, F. Kenyan,
H, Torossian, Baustark, Der Minassian, Apeghian, Thornian,
Durian, Kolanjian, G. Garitte, Kalayjian and S. Lyonhet.
It is significant to note that the French Scholar,
S. Lyonnet, was one of the leaders of the first group
(those i-rho favour a Greek base), but lately he has completely
changed his position to that of the third group. His book,
Les^ Orlgines De La Version Armenienne Et Le Diatessaron,
presents the most elaborate view of his nevj- position.
32Voobus, A. ��. cit. , p. 1^2.
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G- THE CHARACTER OP THE OR IGIN OF THE ARMENIAN BIBLE
The fog as to the base of the Armenian Version gets
thicker when one attempts to j-clantify the character of the
origin of the Armenian Bible. Since scholars are divided
into groups in regard to this matter, it is natural that
they would differ frora one another even more in respect to
the character of its origins.
First, an attempt will be made to present various
viexiTs on the character of the first Version's origin, and
then the same will be repeated for the character of the
recension's origin.
1- The Character of the Origin of the First Version
H. H. Torossian thought the base of the Old Testam.ent
translation was the Peshittai which was a translation from
Hebrex-/ and was the most authentic translation at that time.
The base of the New Testament was the Syriac Peshitta which
was originally the Diatessaron of St. 'Ephraim and later
corrected by Rapoolas, the Bishop of Edessa. 33
Conybeare and Kenyon believe the character of the Nex^'�
33Torossian, H. "The Arraenian Golden Century And The
Translation of the Bible" citing Memorial. op. cit.
Pazmaveb. (Venice, 1935), P. 293.
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Testament was the VJestern type Bezae Codex which was used
by Ephraim,
Dzovagian followed Blalce and Lake, maintaining that
it v/as none of the known Syriac texts; their insight visioned
a third Syriac origin, closely related to the Caeserean type,
of extinct raanus cripts ,35
Voobus has pointed out that the text used in the Syriac
Church at the time of the Armenian Version v/as the Old Syriac
tetra-evangelium; "This 'Unterlage' was an Old Syriac text,
a type somewhat m.ore archaic in places than Sinaitlc Syriac
and Curetonian Sjrriac, and somewhat closer to the text
pattern of the Diatessaron,"-^^ He thought that at the time
of the Armenian Version, Diatessaron "did not possess an
authoritative reputation. The authoritative text was the
tetraevangelivm which as 'Evangelidn da- Mepharreshe' enjoyed
special use in Edessa. "37
S, Lyonnet however, after an extensive study of the
Armenian patristic writings, translations, lectionaries , v/as
in favour of the Diatessaron. He has said, "The ritual manu-
34Dzovagian, N. o^. cit . , V-VIII, p. 110.
35ibid.
^^Voobus, A. o�, cit. , p. Ili5.
37ibid, , p. l5l.
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scripts and certain songs of breviaries certainly preserve
a tradition different from that of the Tetraevangellum. "^^
"Both the internal and external critical arguments confirm
in favour of an Armenian Diatessaron, "39 However, he did
not deny the influence of the separated gospels of the Old
Syriac, but he believed that the more closely the Syriac
authors are studied the more clearly the Diatessaron, appears;
he left it as an open question whether the Armenian writers
used the Tetraevangeliura and if so, vjhy they never made any
reference to any of the four individual gospels.
Moreover, he has added the following evidences in
favour of a Diatessaron:^^
1- He has contradicted Voobus, maintaining that till
the middle of the 5th century, that is, till the appearance
of the. Peshitta, it was the Syriac Diatessaron that reigned
all over Syria,
2- Even the lectionaries present a text vrhich clearly
reflects the harmonization of the Gospels,
3- Also, the very great number of parallel variants be
tween the Armenian authors and Ephraim confirm the same source.
^^Lyonnet, S. �P. cit , , p. 178 �
39ibid, , p, 263.
^Qlbid., pp. 258-261.
m2- The Character of the Origin of the Recension
Judging from the composite mixed structure of the
Armenian text a g-roup of scholars have believed that the
base was Oregin's Hexapla, they are Carl Shtayerantzi and
V, Avkere,
Conybeare has held a similar view, thus:
The Armenian Old Testament is a version of the LXX,
the text of which everywhere fits closely as a glove to
the hand that wears it,.. It is certain that in the Old
Testament the Armenians translated the LXX, supplementing
it, however, and adjusting it to the Masoretic text.,.
This composite character of the Armenian text is probably
due to the fact that the translators used the Hexapla of
Origin whose mass era survive in the Arm.enian text.
Zohrabian and Zarbhanelian agreed w^ith Conybeare and
they further illuminated the case by pointing out that the
authentic copy which the Patriarch Maksimanios of Constanti
nople gave to the assistant translators of St. Mesrob Mashdotz,
after the Council of Ephesus (I4.3I A.D.), for the recension of
the first Arm.enian Version of the Bible, was one of the fifty
Bibles which were prepared by Babpullos Kuridonatzl from, a
superior copy of the LXX with comparative corrections fr^ora
Origon's Hexapla. These Bibles were In the library of
Caesarea, but after the death of Eusebius they were taken to
Cons tantinople .
^Iconybeare, A. op. cit. , pp. 151-152.
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Emonl tried to prove by certain Illustrations that
actually it has an Alexandrian origin. La Groze^^ and
Kaulen^^ agreed with him.
Prof. Robinson and Y. Toorian ascribed it to Sinaitlc
origin.^^
Gokian has asserted that the Armenians had the Alexan
drian, Hexapla and Luc'an texts, and regarded it as futile to
insist on one or the other.
Those who claim a Caeserean origin are Kenyon, Blake,
Colewell, Lyonnet and Macler. The latter regards it to be
the Codex Bezae, the so-called Caeserean group of Korldethi.4?
H. N. Aginian has quoted the following testimony from
the Ms. Echmiadzin IX 193 written by Joseph in 1299. The
^^Aginian, H. "The Armenian Version Of The Bible"
Memorial. op. cit., pp. lj.09-i|10. Citing Hantes Amsoria,
(Vienna, 193^?). TQuoted from The Critical Study of the
Arm.enian Bible by Erraoni).
43Memorial, op. cit . , p. 221].. (Quoted from Hantes
Amsoria (Oct. - Dec. Vienna, 1935).
kk-Lei Groz, Thesaurus Bpistollci, III (Lipslae, 1796)
p. 201.
l]-5Dzovagian, N. o�. cit . , IX-X, p. II4.8.
Ij-^Gokian, S. The Armenian Version of the Book of the
Macabbees, (Vienna, 1923), pp. 160-61.
47Memorial. op. cit., p. 22I4..
Manuscript contains tho twelve Prophets and Soloraon's books.
The twelve prophets are translated from a copy of
LX3C then corrected according to the copies of Alexandrian
and Jerusalem, and again on Origen's Te trapla.^J-'^
Aginian has added further that this Alexandrian copy is the
one formed by Bam^pulia and Yezevpios at Caesarea; it circu
lated in Palestine and Asia Minor. The Tetrapla "was a part
of Origen's Hexapla x^/hich reached Antioch via Constantinople.
He thought the Syriac taste originates from the Tetrapla.
A. J. Kiljn has analysed, the Gospel of Mark, but has
established an agreement only with Latin, Syriac and
Caesarean.
H- THE QUALITY OP THE ARMENIAN BIBLE
The natural fitness and adaptation of the Armenian
language for translation, the competence of the translators,
and the beauty and the exactitude of the product have struck
even the foreign scholars. A few representive testimonies
will suffice to speak for the high quality of the Armenian
Version,
l^-^Aginian, H. op. cit . , p. l|01-l|.0l|., Hantes Amsoria.
OP . cit . , p. 550.
49x11 jn, J. Biblical Journal of Theolo.p;ical Studies ,
II (1951), PP/168-IS9:
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1- H. N. Aginian has pointed out that the translators
have kept strict loyalty both to the origin and to the char
acter of the Arraenian language. The existence of sorae awk
ward words and phrases he has ascribed not to the penury of
the translators' ability nor to the destitution of the
Arraenian language, but to the holy reverence that prevented
the altering of the Scriptures even slightly. He has accepted
realistically the fact that the first translation was hasty
and coarse due to the newness of the alphabet, but during the
following years the raaturation of both the language and the
experience of the translators resulted in a refined and
polished recension�50
2- P. C. Conybeare has testified thus:
Por beauty of diction and accuracy of rendering
Armenian can not be surpassed. The genius, of the Langu
age is such as to adra.it of a tr'anslation of a Greek
document both literal and graceful; true to the order
of the Greek, and even reflection its cora.pound words,
yet without being slavish, and without violence to its
oX"/n idioms. We are seldom in doubt as to v/hat stood in
the Armenian's Greek text; therefore his version has
alraost the same value for us as the Greek text itself
from which he worked, v/ould possess. The same criterion
is true for the Arraenian New Testament as v/ell,:^!
50Aginian, H. op. cit., pp. kOl-ii-Oij., Citing Hantes
Arasoria, pp. cit . , p.
5lConybeare, A. c�. cit . , p. 152 �
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3- Prof. G. Guender of the University of Jenev ended
his article on the Armenian Bible as follows:
Important in all respects, the Armenian translation
is equal to an original ra.aster piece. In no nart
appears any i%reakne3S of the translators, so outstanding
is the penetration of their minds, and- great their
agility. They have undertaken to nationalize the
translation of the Bible, and have achieved it because
the Bible has been the fountain of their literature .52
4- H. V. Hatzooni proudly has claimed that the
Armenian, keeping its brillance and perfection, strictly
followed the ornaments of the Greek. The masters preserved
with perfect conscientiousness the structure of the Greek
sentences, the order of words, even the compound form-s, v/ith-
out losing the beauty of Arraenian. 53
5- Voobus has shared his opinion as follows:
This revised text, x-Jhich is found in manuscripts
frora the period of renaissance in Armenian literature,
5th century, displays a form which is quite different
in com.parison to the Old Arraenian type... It is a
Greek type ,. .Besides mention of its exactness... this
is the most beautiful of the Versions as far as the
genius of its idiora is concerned.54
6- Lyonnet has declared:
The Armenian has often produced the original text
raore loyally than vjhat the Greek text itself has
transmitted to us .55
52Meraorial, op. cit. , p. 223.
^^Hatzooni, H. "The Bible And Armenia" Memorial,
pp. 381-382, citing Pazmaveb, (Venice, 1935), p. 316.
54voobus, A. OP, cit. , p. I63.
55Lyonnet, S. "Contribution Recente Des Literatures
Armenienne et Georgienne." Blblica, XXXIX (1958), p. 491.
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7- La Groz, the Councilor of the Prussian king has
consummated the foregoing testimonies by saying:
The Armenian translation of the Bible, seems to, me,
is the queen translation of all the translations,
because it is literally rich and renders the exact
meaning of the original.
I- THE VALUE
Great has been the value of the Armenian Version of
the Bible for the Armenian people; the follov/ing list
presents the major areas x/here it has been manifested bestt;
1- The Armenian Version of the Bible became the
inspirational fount for the enrichment of the Arm-enian
literature in the 5th century.
2- It completely uprooted pa^i;anlsm from the coxontry
and imparted the necessary impetus for the development of
the religious, ecclesiastical, national life and the national
culture of the Arm.enians .57
3- It begot and nourished in the hearts of the Armenians
the guarantee for a perennial survival of nationalism,
56La Groz. Pazraaveb, (Venice, l85l), p. 23I4..
57Hovapimian, H. "1^00 th Anniversary Of The Armenian
Version of the Bible" Memorial, op. cit. , p. I66. Citing
Mshap (Oct. 25 and Nov. 1935).
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h- Amidst the serious struggles of Aslanism. and
Hellenism, it shifted the Armenian nation from its Eastern
axis tol^rard the West, and made Armenia a member of the great
family of western nations^ thus offered to her youth the
pursuit of the ideals of an international cosmopolitan
civilization.
5- It integrated and harmonized the diverse racial
differences am.ong Armenians �58
6- It activated the potentials of the Nationi
God's Word, in its noble and wonderful messages,
simplified and beautified in the Armenian language,
spread the manna from the church altars to the
human souls, and flourished there the honey of the
faith, the nectar of the Armenian spirit �59
7- It provided the sap of courage, to subdue the
Satanic attacks in order to save the nation from annihila.tion.
Only a decade after the recension, n/hen moss had not yet
grown on the tombs of St. Mashdotz and St. Sahag, Assyrians
attacked Armenia and flooded the battlefield of Avaraj^r with
the blood of Armenian soldiers, but they could not destroy
the Armenian spiritual independence. And, ever since, many
battles have flooded Armenia; royal thrones destroyed,
genocide follovjed, and while the neighboring nations were
^Schobanian, A. Memorial op. cit . , p. 201, citing
Hayasdani Gochnag. Feb, 7 (N.Y. 1935")
59Derderian, Y. "The Holy Bible Through the Ages"
Memorial o�. cit., p. 278. Sion (Jerusalem, 1935), p. 76.
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forever wiped out, neither political victories nor the
religious sword of Islam could annihilate the Arraenian
nation because by the Lord's grace the Armenians continued
to embrace the undistructable Bible.
8- Not only did it prevent the Arraenians frora assira.i--
lation into other larger nations; it helped thera to christia
nize and enrich the culture of their foes. Furthermore,
when the Islamic ocean tide flooded Asia Minor and ruined
the walls of Vienna, the eastern Roraan culture vsent to its
eternal torab, but the Christian oasis of Armenia became a
light -house to emit the Gospel rays to the world.
9- Dr. Innitzeri holds that the Armenian Version not
only constitutes a master piece of literature for Armenians,
but it presents for Bible scholars a very important origin
which deserves a more careful attention.
�Similarly, Dzovagian suggests that the Arraenian Version.
occupies a prominent place in the critical study of the Bible,
and provides its due share for its reconstruction after its
original. 62
60ibid., pp. 279-280.
6lDzovagian, N. op. cit. , I-III, (Jerusalem, 1946), p.
^^Meraorial. op. cit. , p. kkk'
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II - THE TRANSMISSION OP THE ARMEI'IIAN BIBLE
A - THE DIFFIGIJLTIES
The study of the transmission of the Armenian Version
of the Bible suffers of the following difficulties:
1- The gaps produced by the loss of valuable manu
scripts. The Armenian monasteries of Cilicia were in possess
ion of thousands of Bibles and literally 10,000 Gospels when
the fortress of Paghapert was destroyed in 1120 (One of the
fifteen regions of Armenia) . Even lately, during the Arm.enian
genocide of 1911i-19l5j many Bibles and Gospels were destroyed
by the Turks .
2- During the Middle Ages, the forgery of manuscripts
v/as developed into an art by Byzantines, Assyrians and sorae
other eastern nations,<^3
3- In the first few centuries of the Christian era,
contrary to the present age, the driving motive of authors
was not for recognition and applause, but rather -to serve
anonymously. Their zeal of genuine service often led them, to
prefer forget fullness to remembrance by others; this is v;hy
the raore we go down the ladder of the ages, the less we find
63Archbishop Torkom. Memorial, op. cit , , p. 2ij.6, citin
Sion, o�. cit., (1935), p. 229.
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the identification of authors - the real instruments of
God x^jho regarded themselves unworthy for identification.^^
B - THE AVAILABLE MANUSCRIPTS OF THE ARMENIAN BIBLE
Archbishop Makisdros has mentioned that the oldest
handscript of the whole Bible of Hohan - 1270 A.D. was found
in the Monastery of Echmiadzin, Armenia; the oldest hand-
script of the New Testaraent - 887 A.D. in Lazarie Institute
of Moscow, Russia, a copy of which is found in St, Hagopiantz
Library of Jerusalem, Palestine^
Voobus has pointed out that the Gospel Manuscript of
887 A.D. is a te traevangelrdn, and he has mentioned four
others of the same type, in majuscule on parchment; Ms S,
Lazz , - Illi-Li. A.D., copied in 902 A.D., the secorxd in Constanti
nople, copied in 966 A.D., the third in Erzeroom, copied in
986 A.D,, the fourth - Ms. Etch. 229, copied in 989 A.D. ,
"The last manuscript, 'copied after ancient and exact examples',
receives additional fame because of its interesting colophon
which ascribes the doubtful ending of Mark to Ariston -
Sritzu."65
Conybeare has pointed out another Gospel manuscript in
Venice of 1220 A.D, which keeps the following order: Four
^4lbid,, p, 21|6.
^-^Voobus, A. on. cit . , p. I60.
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Gospels, Acts, Catholic Epistles, Revelation, Epistle of
Paul, The Letter of Corinthians to Paul. The Epistle to
Hebrews precedes Timothy. He has left a note of an entire
Bible on parchment - ll5l A.D., two others on paper - 1253
A.D. all three of which are in the Monastery of Echmiadzin,
Armenia, 66
H. V. Hatzooni has added to the .list the following
best handscripts found in St, Lazarie. ^7
1- Sultan's Bible - 1341 A.D.
2- Maghash's Bible - ib.lo A.D.
3- A Bible - l6I|.7 A.D.
li- A Persian Bible - I648 A.D.
5- Dateu's Bible - l65l A.D.
6- Mkley's Gospel - 902 A.D.
7- Atrianoobol's Gospel - 1007 A.D.
8- Lampronatzi '3 Gospel - 1193 A.D.
9- Drabinozi's Gospel - 12th century A.D.
10- Havootaroo's Gospel - 1214 A.D.
11- Teodoobolis' Gospel - 1230 A.D.
12- Meechean's small Gospel
- 12th-13th centuries A.D.
66Conybeare, A. op. cit., p. l54.
67Hatzooni, H. Memorial, op. cit., PP- 192-193, Citing
Pazmaveb, Jiine-Dec. (Venice, 1935;-
Note: "Gospel" is used in the sense of
New Testament
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13- Seunic's Gospel - 1307 A.D.
II4.- Bidzagin's Gospel - I331 A.D.
15- Sorkhat's Gospel - I3I43 A.D.
16- Yerzenga's CK)spel - ilj.31 A.D.
17- Dlvrig's Gospel - li|.69 A.D.
Finally, Kurkjlan adds the following Bible portions
to the list:.
1- Two four Gospels, parchrn.ent, uncial, 11th -12th
century A.D,
2- Four Gospels, parchment, minuscule, I382 A.D.
3- Four Gospels, European paper, m.inuscule, 1699 A.D.
I}.- Four Gospels, European paper, miniscule, l6th century
A.D.
5- Pour Gospels, paper, minuscule, 1562 A.D.
6- Pour Gospels, paper, minuscule, l6th-17th century A.D.
7- Luke -John, parchment, minuscule, I666 A.D.
8- Pour C-ospels, native paper, medium cursive, llith-
15th G. A.D.
9- Pour Gospels, European paper, cursive, l6th-17th G.
A.D.
10- Fragment of Gospel of John, parchment, uncial, 11th
C. A.D.
11- Fragment of Gospel of John, parchment, imcial,
12th-13 th C. A.D.
12- Fragment of Matthew, parchment, uncial, 10th G. A.D.
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13- Fragment of Matthex-j, parchm^ent, uncial, lOth-llth
C, A.D.
II4.- Fragment of Gospel of John, parchment, uncial,
13th C. A.D.
15- Fragment of Luke, parchment, uncial, 13th G. A.D.
16- Fragment of II Cor,, parchment, uncial, 13th C. A.D.
1?- Four Gospels, native paper, cursive, l5th G, A.D.
18- Four Gospels, parchment, cursive, 17th C. A.D,
19- Four Gospels, native paper, semi -uncial, 12th C. A.D.
20- Pour Gospels, native paper, cursive, 161|0 A.D.
21- Catholic Epistles, parchment, small cursive, l5th
C. A.D.
22- Acts, thick parchment, early uncial, 9th C. A.D.
23- Pour Gospels, native paper, cursive, 1315 A..D.
2[f- Matthex^r and John, thick p->archment, large uncial,
9th-10th C. A.D.
25- Four Gospels, native paper, cursive, 1307 A.D.
26- Fragment of I Cor. 15, parchment, uncial, 10th C. --1..D.
27- Pour Gospels, thick native paper, cursive, 1292
A.D.
28- Four Gospels, native -paper, cursive, l5th-l6th G. A.D.
29- Gospel of Matthex/, European paper, cursive,
I668 A.D.
30- Four Gospels, native paper, cursive, lli77
A.D,
31- Four Gospels, native paper, cursive,
1597*
32- Four Gospels, native paper, cursive, 1428.
33- Fragment of John, native paper,
cursive, 1315.
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34- Fragment of Luke, parchment, uncial, 11th C.
35- Acts and Catholic Epistles, parchment, cursive, 1265.
36- Gospel of Matthew, parchment, uncial, lOth C.
37- Gospel of Lulie, parchment, uncial, IQth C, (Frag.)
38- Gospel of Mark, parchment, uncial, iQth C. (Frag.)
39- Fragment of John, parchment uncial , IQth C.
40- Fragment of Mark, parchment, uncial, 9th G.
41- Fragment of Matthew, parchment, uncial, 12th C,
42- Four G-ospels, native paper, cursive, I607 ^
43- Isaiah and N.T. Epistles, native paper, cursive, 1321.
44- Four Gospels, native paper, cursL/e, 1495.
45- Four Gospels, native paper, cursive, l5th C,
46- Pour Gospels, native paper, cursive, 1523.
47- Pour Gospels, parchm^ent, uncial, before l6th C.
48- Fragment of Luke, parchme'nt, uncial, 9th-10th C.
49- Pour Gospels, European paper, cursive, 17th C.
50- Four Gospels, Native paper, cursive, l6th C.
51- Fragment of Matthew, paper, uncial, lOth-llth G. A.D.
52- Gospel of Matthew, parchment, uncial, 9th-10th C. A.D.
53- Pragm.ent of John, parchment, uncial, 10th-11th C. A.D.
54- Pragm.ent of Matthew, parchment, uncial, 11 th C. -A.D.
55- Fragment of John, parchment, uncial, 11th C. A.D.
56- Fragment of Matthetv, parchment, cursive, 17th G. A.D.
57- Four Gospels, parchment, uncial, 1316.
58- Fragment of Lul^e, parchment, uncial, 11th C. A.D.
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59- Pour C-ospels, paper, cursive, 1^98-1501,
60- Fragment of Luke, parchment, uncial, 12th G.
61- Four Gospels, parchment, cursive, 1660.
62- Four Gospels, parchment, cursive, 17th 0.
63- Pour Gospels, native thick paper, cijrsive, 1705.
6i|.- Pour Gospels, European paper, cursive, l5th-l6th G
C- THE REPRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OP THE ARMENIAN EI3L
The first Arm.enian Version of the Bible, [1.O6 -14.15, was
immediately spread among the people. Since the people were
craving for it, it enjoyed a warm reception; so much in^..oed,
that even after the appearance of the recension, i1.3i-li.38 A.D.
it continued existing with the latter until the 9th century,
either in separate or hybrid forms. 69
Till 1180 A.D., the books of the Bible were not
collected in one volurre; they were found in various groupings
for example, Echmiadzin IX No. ll^-l included the Pentateuch;
the Vienna IX. No. 5I}.2 included the books of Solomon, etc.
68Kurkjian, Journal of Biblical Literaoure.
No. 8-16,
-
LI V (19l{.0), pp. 51-53.
xNo. 17-22, LXIV (19li5), pp. 531-33.
No. 23-56, LXXXII (1953), PP. 115-26,
No. 57-61}., LXXIX (i960), pp. p2-o0.
69Voobus, A. o�. cit., p� l^k'
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Vfnen Nerces Lambronatzi first undertook to collect
all the books into one volume, he could not find all the
recension copies. So he inserted some of the parts of the
first translation; for example, the Books of Solomon. Later
collectors sensed the existing differences and tried to re
vise accordingly. 70
Even the Bible used today, though believed to be
entirely based on the recension and Greek manuscripts, carries
subtle shades of the first Version from SytPiac.71
Here belox^ the transmission of the Armenian Version is
carried up to the present time for all the three dialects of
Armenians, as follovjs ;
Ancient Armenian, which is still the ecclesiastical
language among Armenians all over the vjorld.
2- Russian Arraenian, used primarily- in modern Armenia
and Iran.
3- Modern Armenian, used all over the world, except
the above-mentioned two countries. 72
70Aginian, N. Mem.orial, pp. I4.O6-407, Citing Hantes
Amsoria, (Vienna, 1935), P. 55o.
7lLyonnet, S. o�, cit., pp. 17-18.
72a11 the three dialects use the same script.
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'3?he movement will be traced as to the whole Bible
and the whole New Testament only, neglecting the development
of all other partial or fragmentary parts of the Bible. 73
1- IN ANCIENT ARMENIAN
It is to be noted that ALL the Armenian literature
until the 19th century A.D. was in "Krapar" - ancient Armenian;
therefore, the first Version, the recension, the church lecti
onaries, the books of the Arraenian historians and all the
manuscripts exist in ancient Armenian.
In the 17th century Armenian m.anuscript Bibles had been
so scarce and costly that the Patriarch Jacobus, about
1662, dispatched an ecclesiastic named Osgan to Europe
to arrange for the printing of an edition of the Arm.enian
Scriptures. He went first to Rome, but aftervjard raoved
to Amsterdam where he supervised the publication of the
Bibles. This edition was printed frora a si.ngle Manuscript,
copied for King Hethura II, and Adjusted in places to the
Latin Vulgate, in 1666. 7U
A copy is preserved in the St. Hagopiantz Library, Jerusalem,
Osgan also divided the Bible into chapters and verses.
In 1668 A.D. , the first separate edition of the New
Testaraent was printed. Michael Barboni printed another
version in Venice, l680 A.D.j,
73This section is mostly taken from Darlow and Mcule
Historical Catalogue, pp. 86-98,
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In 1698 A.D. Thomas Vanatetzi, Bishop of Golthen,
published another edition, full of portraits. Other editions
of the same appeared in Constantinople, 1702 A.D., Venice,
1710 A.D,, and I789 A.D,.
The second edition of the Bible vras printed in Cons
tantinople by Ladlantzi Peter in 1705 A.D.. This was mainly
a reprint of Osgan' s edition. The British Museum Catalogue
has described it as, "The Bible according to the Greek canon,
with the Fourth Book of Esdras, the Prolegomena of St. Jerome,
a glossary of proper nam.es, and an index of subjects, all in
Armenian, "
Mlmitar Abba of Sebaste, the founder of the Covenant
of San Lazarie, published the third edition of the Bible in
1733 A.D.. It was mainly a reprint of Osgan's text.
The fourth edition was accomplished by John Zohrab
(Hovhannes Zohrabian) in Venice, l805 A.D, This is the first
critical edition of the Bible in Armenian. Zohrab used
several codices, but in the main he transcribed Manuscript
1319 No. 1 from the library of San Lazzarie.
The Russian Bible Society published the New Testaraent
from the edition of 1733 for the use of the 50,000 Armenians
in Southern Russia. The same Society, under Deacon Joseph
Havhannessian, reprinted the whole Bible of 1733 A.D. with
slight corrections in l8l7 A.D. in St. Pittsburg.
In the same year. The Calcutta Auxiliary Bible Society
reprinted Osgan's text at the Mission Press, Serarapore.
Also the New Testament was reprinted in smaller sizes.
The first edition of the British Foreign Bible
Society of the New Testament appeared in I823 A.D.
'
A diglot N.T. of Ancient and Modern Armenian was
printed in IS25 A.D. w^iich was corrected and reprinted in
1828 A.D., and 18^4 A.D. The second diglot N.T. of Ancient
and Russian Armenian was printed at the Lazareffski Institute,
Moscow, in 1834 A.D. and reprinted in I850 A.D., and 1856 A.D.
The American Bible Society published the N.T. with
Greek variants in Smyrna, I836 A.D.
In 1859 A.D. there appeared the N.T. of the first
London edition of the British and Foreign Bible Society,
edited by Charles Rleu of the British Muse.im. The same was
reprinted in I873 A.D., I875 A.D., 1882 A.D., and I892 A.D.
The fifth edition of the Bible was published in i860
A.D. by H. Arsen Pagradooni from the Greek origins and
Armenian handscripts. Voobus looked at It as the reproduction
of Zohrab 's text.
The American Bible Society undertook in I88S A.D., to
prepare an improved edition of the Bible from the Hebrew and
LXX texts, Avedis Costantianj Hovhannes Hunlciarbeyandian and
Madatia Karakashlan collaborated and edited it in I895, "The
readings in the 0�T. peculiar to the Greek were enclosed within
brackets, vjhile the Hebrew variants were rendered into -^rm-enian
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and printed at the foot of the page." Christoph Reisser
Sohne republished it in 1929 A.D. in Vienna, Voobus says
that it was revised according to the Greek text.
2- RUSSIAN ARMENIAN
A. H. Dittrich prepared a diglot N. T. in Ancient and
Russian Armenian for the British and Foreign Bible Society
which was published in Moscow, I831 A.D. "The Baptist Mission
Press for the American and Foreign Bible Society," reprinted
it in Calcutta, I839 A.D. Under the supervision of H. G. 0.
Dx'7ight and H. A. Hornxos , The British and Foreign Bible Society
revised it and published it in Constantinople in l850 A.D.,
and 1895 A.D., also in the same year, a seperate edition
containing the Russian -Armenian part was published. The
latter wras reprinted in 1856 A.D.
A, Amirchaniantz revised the N.T,, and the British
and Foreign Bible Society published it in Constantinople in
1882 A.D. The same author .for the sarae Bible Society pre
pared the first O.T. in Russian -Arraenian (except the Psalms)
which was published in Constantinople in I883 A.D. Then he
prepared a new edition which was incorporated in the complete
Bible and published by the British and Foreign Bible Society
in Constantinople in I889 A.D. The same N.T. was reprinted
in 1891 A.D.
The last edition of the complete Bible in Russian-
Armenian was prepared by A. K. Sheraavonian and two assists
and was published by the British and Foreign Bible Society
in 1896 A.D.
3- IN MODERN ARMENIAN
The beautiful translations of the Bible in ilncient
Armenian were as difficult for the new generations as the
Vulgate -was to the Europeans before the Reformation. So,
the following editions were prepared to satisfy the new need
of the people.
J. Zohrab prepared the first diglot N.T. in Ancient
and Modern Armenian X\^hich the British and Foreign Bible
Society published in Paris, lo25 A.D. It's corrected reprint
as well as the separated Modern Armenian part, appeared in
1628 A.D. N. T. Abgar revised it further, and the same Bible
Society printed it in Smyrna in l8[i.2 A.D. , H. 0. 0. Dx-right
and K. A. Homes revised Abgar 's edition, supplied it with
Greek variants. It was printed in Smyrna in 18I1.9 A.D.
H. G. 0. Dwight and Ellas Riggs prepared the "editio
princeps" of the Modern Armenian Bible which was published by
the American Bible Society in Sm.yrna in l853 A.D. The same
was reprinted in Constantinople in l857 A.D., and 1859 A.D.,
and its N. T. in l857 A.D,, 1858 A.D., 1862 A.D., 1865 A.D,,
l88l A.D.
The whole Bible was corrected and printed by the
ATtiericsin Bible Society in Constantinople in I880 A.D,,
1683 A.D., I8SI1 A.D. (twice), I869 A.D., 1902 A.D., and 'it
N. T. was printed separately in iSSIj. A.D., 1892 A.D., and
1897 A.D., all of these were printed in Constantinople by
the benevolent spirit of the American Bible Society.
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